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THE ARMY BAND

The Courier-Gazette

famous Musical OTganiza. tion Will 'Give Three Con
certs At The Strand

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
ilvance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.

VISIT THE NEW “WOOLWORTHS’

The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
••onsolldated with the Gazette In 1882. The

c£wed7t’»

NOTICE!

AYER'S

DANCE

0 TIMES

FRIDAY, SEPT. 19

OVERCOATS—for children ............................................................... $5.60

CHILDREN'S JERSEY SUITS—beauties ................................
BOYS' PANTS—the kind that give great service $2.00, $2.50,
SWEATERS—for boys .................................. $1.00, $2.00, $3.00.
SWEATERS—for men .................................. $1.00, $3.00, $5.00,

COCOANUTS”

Hall
At The ’Keag

$3.09
$3 01
S5.00
$6.98

Auspices

South ThoThSston A. A.

Kirk’s Music

We've had a beautiful summer. Well, we have a good elimate,
anyway. The kind that makes good strong men. Dress warm and
comfortable and you'll enjoy the fall and winter as you have the
summer.

THE

WILLIS MYER

LYNN RANGE
OIL BURNER
A Perfected Silent Kitchen Range
Burner

NOTICE
I have moved my Clothing business from 442 Main
street and at present will conduct same from my resi
dence— 29 Chestnut Street. As a special induce
ment 1 will give

M.E. Wentworth
Tel. 100

Call on me or telephone and I will call on you with
samples

Suits as low as $25.00
Telephone 986-J

Is The
Time
To market your Poultry in season
for the Jewish Holidays
We Will Pay Highest Prices

COHEN BROS.

HAMILTON
ROCKLAND. ME.

442 MAIN STREET

Thomaston
111*113

10% Discount on Any Suit or Overcoat in
the International or Browning King Lines

A.

Call C. W. McKeller, Warren
Tel. 2-3 or write for details

111-112

109-tf

Pathe your blues in buf
foonery! Shore-bent and
sure-bet for laughs are

THE

MARX
BROTHERS
"Animal «
Crackers
Q Qaramrunt Victim-

SPECIAL SCHOOL CHILDREN'S
MATINEE TUESDAY 4 O'CLOCK
One of The Publix Theatres

Where Farm and City Join Hands!

1930

SEPTEMBER
23, 24, 25

North Knox Fair

SEPTEMBER

1930

UNION, MAINE

1930

Volume 83.................... Number 1 12

AN INTERVIEW WITH LINDBERGH

MONTPELIER WAS OPENED

Latest Addition To Rockland’s Business Establishments Tuesday’s Informal Reception and Tea Given In Honor of Famous Flyer Talks With Courier-Gazette Reporter, But
Shies At One of the Questions
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus H. K. Curtis
Will Hold Open House Tomorrow

Rockland may well feel a bit proud time employes headed by Manaeer
tomorrow when' it inspects the'latest George w' Gay, with a siore" of part
Miiers cmisoiidated March 17. 1897.
addition to its business houses, the time sales people available on call.
new Woolworths at 396-398 Main ) The details of the transfer and open••• ••• ■
' ••• ••• ••• $p street. The doors will be thrown open ing have been in the capable hands
at 2 p. m. and the public is invited to of District Supt. Frank B. Newton,
The success of most things de- - inspect the store in every nook and and all has worked without a hitch.
••• pends upon knowing how long It •• corner. Kirk's Orchestra will pro- The present plant is approximately
— will take to succeed.—Montes- - vide music until 5 o’clock and again i the same size as the old. having some
••• quieu.
— i open house will be held in the evening 30 feet more counter, 383 feet in all,
•••
Jj 7 to 9 o’clock. There will be special but great gains are apparent in ar
4? •••
••• ••• ••• ••• •••
■». ••• .*.
.«.
_ l decorations and the whole staff will rangement.
devote itself to making the visiters The general remodelling contract
splendid concerts. If any profit welcome. No merchandise will be was
awarded to George D. Campbell
should accrue it will be devoted to the sold however during these hours, the of Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., who completed
welfare of the musical organizations. store being open for business Satur ahead of schedule,
using only 45 days.
If a deficit result it will be absorbed day.
William T. Smith of Rockland did the
by the directors of the Chamber.
It was just 21 years ago that the plumbing and heating with his usual
This group, representing their sev now familiar "Woolworth” sign ap- skill and despatch. The wiring was
eral organizations are working on the peared in Rockland with the opening done by the Central Maine Power Co.
project.
of the then up-to-the-minute store in and the interior painting and setting
A. F. McAlary (gen. ch.) H. P. Masonic Temple. The passing years of equipment by Woolworth engineers.
■ Blodgett, B. H. Stinson, Chamber , have brought prosperity to the store, No plans have been made for the
of Commerce; John M. Richardson, but new modes and methods have remodelling of the two upper floors
Rotary Club; Jerome Burrows. Law- served to antiquate the old shop and | as yet and the present tenants will
rence Miller, Forty Club; A. W. render the present move imperative. I not be disturbed.
! Gregory, Lions Club; Charles L. Hence the block 396-400 Main street The opening of the new store comRobinson. Rockland City Band; Mrs. ‘ was acquired and the lower floor.redrfam q{ ManaRRr
J. H. Flanagan, B.P.W. Club; E. L. modelled into the fine plant whic :Gay who first entered the Woolworth
Toner, public schools; Joseph Don the public will view tomo^ ■
i employ 22 years ago and whose seven
dis, theatres; Gladys St. Clair Mor The frontage of the new.Wool I*/ resfdence in Rockiand has
gan. musical education; Mrs. Faith X?snreSin the latest modi and two I gained him a wide circle of friends.
Berry. Miss Alcada Hall, Rubinstein
- ■------- The win- 1
Mrs. L. F. Benner is no longer mak Club; Miss Elizabeth Creighton, double recessed entrances,
JOE'S HAT IS IN
dows
are
lighted
by 19 lamps of 100 i
ing doughnuts for M. B. & C. O. Harmony Club; L. R. Cates, Ameri
watts
each,
concealed
by
heavy
Perry, and will take orders at her can Legion; Dr. J. P. Kent, ParentArkansas Senator Boomed For Presi
home—34 PLEASANT STREET. TEL. Teachers and Mrs. Joseph Dondis valances. The store depth is 75 feet
dency—What Roosevelt Is Supposed
and
the
interior
finish
is
in
the
con

177-R. Delivered if desired. 112-114 Zionists. D. C. Leach is treasurer
To Have Said
ventional
Woolworth
mahogany
—
and Miss Lenore Benner, secretary.
Enthusiastic friends of United
throughout with buff walls and white States
Senator Joe T. Robinson in
ceiling. The lighting is by the so the State
convention at
called “Fifth Avenue" system with a Little Rock,Democratic
Friday, tossed
total voltage in excess of 6500. The his hat in theArkansas,
ring for the 1932 Presi
fixtures are all of the very latest type dential nomination.
and will present a decidedly differ
In seconding the resolution of en
ent arrangement than was found in dorsement.
Governor Charles
the former store. Each counter is H. Brough former
of Arkansas assured the
numbered
under
the
new
system,
all
Nature must have passed a prohibition law lately and they cer
he had the word of Gov
being in direct contact with the com delegates
tainly have done a good job enforcing it. It surely has been dry.
ernor Franklin D. Roosevelt of New
modious
office
at
the
rear.
New
wall
but in a short time now we'll be having all the cold and wet weather
York, that in event he was unable
cases for display of flat seasonable to
we want. That's what we’ve been preparing for.
obtain the nomination he w’ould
goods are noted.
The basement contains a model support Robinson.
Brough, to whom reference
Fall and Winter UNION SUITS—heavy cotton
$1.00, Sl.?5, S1.50
stock room, a unique freight chute, a is Gov.
in the despatches has spoken
FLANNEL SHIRTS—light weight . ................j................ $L75, S2.51
well equipped rest room and lunch in made
Knox County, and is understood to
eonette
for
the
women
employes
and
RAIN COATS AND SLICKERS—for boys, at ............... $3.75, $4.50
a men's rest room. . There are 11 full have relatives in Union.
TRENCH COATS—for men, at ................................................ $6.50
SLICKERS—for men, at ............................................ -............ $6.00
MON.-TUES.-W-ED.
RUBBER COATS—for men, at ..................... -.... $5.00, $6.50, $10.06
LEATHER COATS—horsehide, for boys ................................ $16.00
LEATHER COATS—for men ....................................... $13 09, $15.00
LUMBERJACKS—for boys ................................... $3.50, $3.93, $5.09
LUMBERJACKS—for men ............................................. S4.50, $7.50
as funny
SPORT COATS—for boys
$5.00, $6.50; for men
S6.S8, S9 0)
as “THE
MACKINAWS—for boys ............. $10.00; for men .............. $12.06
Wessaweskeag Grange

C.

THREE CENTS A COPY

j

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

NEWSPAPER HISTORY

The working machinery ol the group
which is to put over the visit here,
Nov. 5 ot the U.S. Army Band has
organized with President McAlary ol
the Chamber ot Commerce as general
chairman. Tickets will be in charge
of Jerome C. Burrows, Basil Stinro"
wlJl supervise the parade and the
program will be looked alter by
Charles L. Robinson and Mrs. Faith
Berry. Joseph Dondis will attend
to arrangements, Mrs. Gladys St.
Clair Morgan, publicity and John M.
Richardson, advertising.
The famous band will make but
three stops in Maine and will give
three concerts here, afternoon at 2,
children’s special at 4 and the very
complete evening performance begin
ning at 8 o’clock. The early concert
will be 75 cents, the children's matinee
a quarter and the evening scale $1.90
and $1.50. All seats will he checked
in the evening.
The visit of the band is in the
nature of an educational project
rather than a money-making propo
sition, hence the low prices It is tho
desire of the sponsors that a5 many
Individuals as possible hear these
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Col. and Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh the way of aerial exploitation?” the
flew to North Haven last Saturday; Colonel was asked.
...
.
. .
i The “Lone Eagle” shook his head.
night and enjoyed three days of absoB
j “That I cannot say, he replied.
lute quiet at the summer home of, ••perfection in flying, rather than new
Mrs. Lindbergh's father, Ambassador records in distance {lying is the genDwight W. Morrow. Their presence ; eral aim today. Coste and Belonte. the
there was unsuspected on the main French flyers who recently crossed
had the best equipment on ‘The
land until it became known Tuesday
Question Mark’ that has yet been
night that the fog had prevented Col. used.”
Lindbergh from bringing across a
“What about the practicability of
passenger to connect with the west trans-Atlantic flights.”
bound train.
“It is thoroughly practical, and
‘Montpelier," a landmark whose [rooms and the hall with its wonderThe distinguished flyers came commercial service is coming rea
stately white walls now rear them-j ful stairways
express® '
across the bay late yesterday fore sonably soon. I expect to see mail
sis delighted with wnax ***■*
selves upon the heights at Thomaston
achlcved° and the promise it noon, but this time instead of mak service developed early; inside of
overlooking the St. Georges River. gave o{ the completed development ing a detour via the southern part of three years, I should say.”
sounded its first note of semi-public , of the memorial.
the county they made straight for the “Which will be used, the Zeppelin
character Tuesday afternoon when it '
Curtiss flying field, and took on type or small planes?”
was made the scene of a reception dpnt q{ {he Qen Knox Memorial sufficient gas and oil for a flight to “That is what we are trying to
and tea. given jointly by the Knox i Association, Mrs. W. O. Fuller. Miss New York.
figure out,”
Memorial Board and Gen. Knox | Margaret Ruggles, Mrs. Mary OverThe blue and yellow monoplane “Do you know of anybody who is
lock.
Regent
of
General
Knox
Chap

Chapter, D.A.R. in honor of Mr. and
ter, D. A. R., and J. C. Perry. The which Col. Lindbergh presented to ills planning to duplicate your feat of
Mrs. Cyrus H. K. Curtis.
dining-room was in charge of Mrs. wife early in the summer made a|flying across the ocean alone?
As previously noted, the completion J. E. Walker and Mrs. L. Bliss Gill- graceful landing alongside the
“I haven't heard of anyone,’ said
of the building contract of this memo chrest, who poured, and were assisted j hangar, and while the field crew was the Colonel with a smile.
by
Miss
Anna
Dillingham,
Mrs.
rial to Gen. Henry Knox was recorded
"Would you attempt it again,
B. Wood, Mrs. Joseph Emery attending to his wants Col. Lind
several weeks ago, since which time George
and Mrs. Lawrence Dunn. . Mrs. bergh stepped into the office and yourself?”
the structure has been under charge Fuller and her committee had charge chatted with the employes and the
The last question left Col. Lind
of the committee on decoration and of the decorating; Miss Katherine few interested spectators who were
bergh, for the first time, at loss for
furnishing, whose task is necessarily Derry and Miss Hortense Wilson were
there either by chance or as the result reply.
an affair of moderate progress, in ushers; and the guests included;
Miss M. J. Watts, Mrs. Clara Wil of a timely tip.
Blushing like a schoolboy and so
volving as it does the accumulating of
the widely dispersed articles of fur liams, Mrs. Iada Newcombe, Mrs.
And there a Courier-Gazette re- youthful in his appearance that he
niture, etc., that belonged to the origi Mary Blunt, Mrs Charles Copeland, porter found him chatting in his seemed almost like one—Col. Lind
B
nal Knox home, and such other Mrs. Suella Sheldon, Regent Lady ___
details of wall papers and associated Knox Chapter, Rockland, Mrs. John ,uliny' boyish manner, at peace with bergh shook his head in a manner
the
world,
and
not
at
all
disinclined
that betokened neither affirmation
decorations as may bring the Memo O. Stevens, Mrs. Cassandra Wash
rial into its finished state for exhibi burn, Miss Elizabeth Washburn. Mrs. to answer the hasty questions the re nor negation.
Jane Tucker, Wiscasset, Mrs. H. C. porter fired at him.
tion.
The question was not destined to
! But anticipating the public dedica- Moody, Mrs. Ella Williams, Mrs. Rose
"Where are you bound, Colonel?” be answered, but perhaps if Anne had
! tion which is set for the summer of Davis, Miss Rita Smith, Zelma M.
11931, the officers and directors of the Dwlnal, Camden, L. B. Gillchrest, was naturally enough the first inquiry. been asked her reply would have been
“South,” was the laconic reply.
Memorial Association were desirous Mrs. Helen Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
prompt and decisive. But Aline re
of paying some note of acknowledg Arthur Elliot, Judge E. K. Gould,
“How far South?”
mained at her seat beside the con
ment to Mr. Curtis, through whose Mrs. A. P. Heald. Mrs. Harriet Whit
"Southwest."
trol, her mind intent upon the busi
munificence this splendid structure ney, Mrs. Ruth Brackett.
Ever since the youthful airman suc ness in hand.
As a precursor of what Montpelier
is to be made one of the chief his
In the few moments at his disposal
torical monuments in New England. is to become as a point of public inter ceeded in his epochal flight from
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis giving cordial est, the success of this occasion is full New York to Paris he has had to be Col. Lindbergh made an inspection of
acceptance to the invitation to become of suggestion.
continually on his guard against the the Curtiss-Wright hangar, and to
the association's guests, the ladies
inquisitive press and the equally in Dan Snow and Harold Leach who
LOUIS
LEADS
THE
“
LIFERS
”
of the committee proceeded, with the
quisitive public, so that he has be acted as his escorts he had something
help of furniture, rugs, flowers and
The Kansas City Bulletin of the come a master hand in prompt replies very nice to say about the fine plant
other commandeered embellishments,
to transform the first floor rooms Northwestern Life Insurance Co., that reveal no information that he which the Curtiss-Wright people
and corridors of the building into a has this to say concerning the recent does not care to reveal.
have created in Rockland.
scene of beauty which contained activities of a local man, Louis A.
Col. Lindbergh made it very plain
Presently the Colonel boarded the
lively suggestion of what the finished
that Mrs. Lindbergh and he have monoplane and with Mrs. Lindbergh
place is to be, when Montpelier with Walker:
its completed details of adornment
“Congratulations L. A. Neither enjoyed fully their two visits to North at the control the machine taxied
offers to the world a reanimated pic- , the times or your territory are ex- Haven this summer, and that, belated across the field, taking off perfectly.
, ture of what it must have been dur- ceptional, but I know that the num
as the season may be. they may come As the plane flew in a circle over the
I ing those opulent eighteenth century
ber of calls you have made is excep- again before snow flies, ’Twill de field the wing was dipped in salute,
1 days of Henry Knox.
°L l™es I pend upon circumstances, the Colonel and the air machine with its beloved
When Mr. and Mrs. Curtis, with tlonal
Mrs. Harriet Cutter of Pasadena, or territory can beat a man who said.
passengers was soon a speck in the
Calif., a sister of Mrs. Curtis, arrived makes 262 calls, has 180 contacts
"What will be the next attempt in southwestern sky.
from their summer home in Rock and secures 91 interviews in a
port, they were received in thojjeauti- month's time. The result is 14'i
ful oval room that faces the river, lives and $33,500 of paid for busi
THE
REVOLVER INCIDENT
and given cordial greeting by those ness.. That gentleman, is L. A.'s rec
already- present, comprising the asso ord for August. When you look at
ciation officials and committee mem his $33,500 and wish for one equally
bers, together with the ladies of Gen. good, just remember that he bought Was Not a Factor In the Forming of Rockland’s New
Knox Chapter, Daughters of the and paid for the result with good
American Revolution.
Tea was hard work. If you are willing to pay
Synagogue—It Happened Eight Years Ago
served in the adjoining dining-room, the price of 262 calls, 180 contacts
following which. Mr. and Mrs Curtis and 91 interviews, you can have as
made full inspection of the beautiful good a month.”
A recent news story in this paper regret concerning its publication. It
j concerning the organization of a new is now quite certain that the two
FROM OLD PINE STUMPS
Jewish synagogue and establishment synagogue organizations will go their
separate ways, and that any further
of another cemetery, has caused a factional clash will not materialize.
Has Grown a Big Mississippi Industry of Which a Former lively discussion in local Hebrew The leaders of the Willow street
circles, accompanied by a display of synagogue say they have no quarrel
Rockland Man Is the Head
indignation on the part of those who with those who wish to worship sepa
worship at the Willow street institu rately, and that their institution is
tion. This ire is directed principally going along in the even tenor of Its
at that portion of the story which re way—a prosperous and flourishing
ferred to an alleged flourishing of a institution.
President Dondis of the new syna
revolver. This Incident, it is pointed
out, occurred eight years ago. This gogue says that two names were omit
fact was not indicated by The Cou ted from the list of its lounders—
rier-Gazette's informant, who, to do Charles Grace and Llpman Cohen.
The lot for the new cemetery on
him justice, did not know that this
affair was to appear in the article. Upper Park street was donated by
and who subsequently expressed Isaac Berliawsky.

Those who remember Mrs. James
Austin when she was Cora Pitcher
of Rockland will be interested to
learn that her son, Malcolm Pitcher
Austin, has been soloist at the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine in
New York during the summer sea
son. Mr. Austin who is 26 years old
posseses a baritone voice of great
beauty and the position as soloist
has been a signal honor. Mr. Austin
is also the nephew of Mrs. Norah
Waller of Wollaston, Mass., who is a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens,
Talbot avenue.

STRAHD

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
j
As I am a great lover of nature, I J
think I will tell you this time about
my flowers and the busy little hum
ming birds that come to gather nec
tar from them. I have just been
watching one on my petunia blos
soms. As I opened the door to get a
better view of him, of course he
quickly flew away. One method to
make them daily visitors is to feed I
them by making a syrup of cane
sugar and water, place in neckless
bottles about three inches deep, with YOUR FAVORITE POEM
some bright colored paper fastened
around the neck of the bottle to give
If I had to live my life again I would
it the appearance of a flower. have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at least once
Suspend it among the leaves of a a week
The loss of these tastes Is a
bush or plant by tying with a string. loss of happiness.
—Charles Darwin.
It is very interesting to watch these
little emerald and ruby birds.
THE FLAG GOES BY
I have a large collection of gerani Hats off!
Along
the
street there comes
ums, fifteen different colors and
blare of bugles, a ruffle of drums.
shades, phlox, asters and many other A
A flash of color beneath the sky;
varieties. Have grown snapdragons Hats off!
(antirrhinumi this year for the first The flag Is passing by!
time and they have proved to be very Blue and crimson and white It shines.
satisfactory. They produce spikes of Over the steel-tipped, ordered lines.
off!
gorgeous bright blossoms and are very Hats
The colors before us fly;
easy of culture. '
But more than the flag Is passing by;
As I look around and see the lofty
and land-fights, grim and
trees, luxuriant vegetation and so Sea-flghts
many different kinds of flowers, I Foughtgreat.
to make and to save the State:
often think.
Weary marches and sinking ships;

Home of Paramount Pictures

R. W. JEWELL

MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION

September 23, 24, 25, 1930

AUTO MOVING

September 23rd—Preparation Day

Across the Country
Loads Wanted At Once for
Portland
Every Load Insured
49 TILLSON AVE.
TEL. 837

Across the Street

or

PRESENTING 62nd ANNUAL EXHIBITION
Bigger and Better and Greater
LIVE STOCK DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURAL DISPLAYS
MACHINERY EXHIBITS
4-H CLUBS EXHIBITS
ART DEPARTMENT
HORSE RACING—SIX CLASSES
BEST HORSES IN MAINE
ROCKLAND CITY BAND
SPECIAL FREE VAUDEVILLE ACTS furnished by Wirth & Hamid, New York
BIG AUTO SHOW ON WAY TO GRAND STAND
PULLING—HORSES AND OXEN
BIG NIGHT SHOW, WEDNESDAY, 24th INCLUDING WONDERFUL FIREWORKS DISPLAY
EVERYTHING TO AMUSE AND ENTERTAIN IN THE MIDWAY
All Events On Standard Time
Races Called at 1.00 o’clock
Children Under 12 Years Admitted Free Daily When Accompanied By Parents
or Guardian
ADMISSION: Single Admission 50c.
Automobiles 25c
Grand Stand and Automobiles Free for Night Show
112-114

112*114

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

Osteopathic Physician
Telephone 136

Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn
TEACHER OF PIANO
Modern Principles of
Technique, Tone and
Musical Interpretation of
the classics
MAIN ST.,

ROCKPORT, ME.

10 ’Th-llS

Alfred S. Black, Who Is Engaged In Big Southern Enterprise. From a Photo
Made During His Rockland Activities

Old pine stumps have been the bane of pamphlets descriptive of the new
of many a Maine farmer's existence, industry were distributed from the
"Mississippi Train" which has been
but down in New Augusta, Mississippi touring the United States and
: there is a concern known as the Canada. Incidentally the American
American Pine Chemicals Company Pine Chemicals Company was given
which is converting them into valu credit for having the "key exhibit."
The present development is the
able products, and at the head of
that company is a former Rockland largest with which Mr. Black has
man, Alfred S. Black, who holds the j ever been connected, and this gives
i some idea of its magnitude for he
offices of president and treasurer.
The company put into operation has been identified with numerous
recently the most modern wood large and important undertakings
“Mississippi,” he writes, “will soon
retort in existence, and the only type
of continuous operating. From old be known as an oil state, a large gas
and despised pine stumps are being field having recently been “brought
obtained products heretofore un- in' at Jackson."
It is interesting to know that Mr.
I known.
The concern is manufacturing high Black controls more than 425,000
grade paint at the lowest known pro- acres in what is believed to be Missis
j duction cost: also wood preserving sippi's most promising territory. He
oils and stains. "Stum Pine" is t*- has had a very busy summer, but
: official trademark, and quantities liopes io make a Northern visit soon,

Ood might have made the earth bring Cheers of victory on dying lips.
forth
Days of plenty and years of peace;
Enough for great and small.
March-of a strong land s swift Increase;
The oak tree and the cedar tree
Equal Justice, right and law.
And not a flower at all—
Stately honor and reverend awe;

But through His infinite love He
gave us all kinds of flowers to enjoy
and cheer us on our way. I am glad
I am not like the man to whom flowI ers had no significant meaning—
A primrose by the river's brim,
A yellow primrose was to him
And It was nothing more.

i

Weeks' Mills.

The Roamer.
Member No. 5, N.C.C.

Sing of a nation, great and strong
To ward her people from foreign wrong:
Pride and glory and honor.—all
Live In the colors to stand or fall.

Hats off!
Along the street there comes
A blare of bugles, a ruffle of drums;
And loyal hearts are beating high:
Hats off!
. The flag is passing by!

*

—Hvury Holcomb Bennett.
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RAMBLES AFIELD

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Me.. Sept. 18, 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Sept. 16. 1930. there was printed a total
of 6334 copies.
FRANK B MILLER.
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Here, There and Yonder,

SOLDIERS and SAILORS’

Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.

Who Served In The War For Amercian

Nothing
Over 10c

Nothing
Over 10c

Announcement

F. W. WOOLWORTH CO.
5 and 10 cent STORE

[Number Fifteen]
Independence
£
The Lord will give strength to his j
So many friends ask me when to
people.—Psalm 27:1.
j transplant perennials, that it seems
Our own community, though a to me an article about them at this OF THE PLANTATION OF LOWER §
„ one. is not. ,immune I time
thehave
year
may beQrhelpful
to
relatively small
those of
who
had
J^xpeto the visits of fake solicitors in one , rience in such matters. Many
ST. GEORGES
form and another. The housewife ! perennials can be transplanted sucwho answers the knock at the door: cessfully during September and even
BY FRANK BURTON MILLER
in October if care is taken to dig
and the business man who lends an the
As is locally known. 1 have been engaged for several years
ground up thoroughly in order
unwary ear can confirm this state- ' to provide plenty of soft, fine earth
in collecting materia] for a history of the Plantation of
Lower St. Georges, in the Province of Maine, now known
ment. In the September issue of the ' to sift in among the roots and then
as the towns of Cushing and St. George. Having acquired
"Rotarian” magazine a Chicago new’ssee that the newly set plants are
considerable information regarding the genealogical his
naDer
man states
that street
street begging
or Pressed
into
the ground
paper man
states tnat
Dogging tranlped
firmly When
setting
shrubs
in the
tory of the early settlers in this region, and the part thej
is a $150,000,000 business in the fau j have found it better to place
played in civil and military affairs. I am. of late, receiving
many inquiries from the descendants of these families,
United States, to which adding : a layer of dressing on the top of the
whether or not they are eligible to membership in the
$100,000,000 collected by fake charity ground and then let the winter
"Society ot the Sons and Daughters of the American Revo
organization racketeers and you have
this down among the
lution.” To save time and labor in answering each ind/
roots gradually, rather than to put
a tidy quarter billion dollarsthat1 dressing in
the ground among the
vidual inquiry, I have prepared a record of the naval and
big-hearted American citizens give to roots whichremain dormant during J
military service of those men, numbering about one hundred
who contributed their part, humble as it may have been, to
charity panhandlers. When four winter and are likely to rot when
•"ago the thirteen colonies free and Independent States.
“legless" cripples in Chicago travelled in contact with dressing.
Whenever
I and to the severance of all political allegiance to.Great ----to their posts by taxi they were
I have expanded these sketches by adding mate.ia of a public,
I
am
often
asked
how
to
protect
;
fkissible
arrested by police and found to have young shrubs from freezing in win-I private and family nature. By so doing, many of the ""J
‘
nearly $100 in their pockets—a half ter, and my answer is “Don't try.” sketches'can be more'easily identified. As to those whom
hv th.
hour’s profits. An Omaha “blind" My experience has been to let them; to rescue from the realms ot oblivion, they having ,:yei in
.1Pt<nn it
pencil-seller was found to own a freeze; the harder the better, and miaty past, errors are bound to creep in. It such are detec t.
when the ground about them is; casual reader, or the descendants of these men °f co“™*e " following
prosperous
rooming
house.
Univer. . , .
.
.
.,
frozen solid—about Christmas or a win be appreciated by the writer to be so informed •
sity students have found panhandlers little before empty a hod or two of i <ketcheg appear a more permanent form.
I' RANK B MILLER
making as high as $200 a day, and coal ashes about the roots, heaping
inth installment]
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lU" Limin
a palsied New York subway "special it up six inches or so about the stem.'
ist” was discovered to have $40,000 in This will protect the plant from I HINDS, SAMUEL. He served as a private in Capt. n j
but not from freezing. It,,,
‘
or Cr Geortres for the defense of the sea
first mortgages. Fake charity pro thawing,
is the alternate thawing and freez-, Plummer s company stationed at St. Georgestor
I
have
|
coast
from
Feb.
4,
1776,
to
Dec.
10, 1776. Later he served ninety-four
moters know religion and "war relief ing which kills the plant,
For The Men
10 Quart
are sure-fire appeals. They know always considered it a mistake to months and (ive days in Capt. Patten's Company, Col. Crane’s regiment
Special
that few citizens will risk ridicule by tie up the tops of roses and other Mr. Hinds was a resident of St. George and is buried in tne cemetery at
...
..
.
,, . shrubs with bagging, for when this
checking-up on those who solicit in . remains wet for some Ume u Qften Wilty’s Corner. He was a Revolutionary pensioner.
the name of religion or soldier-1 causes the branches to soften and
HOWARD, ANDREW. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Archibald
welfare.
1 rot, and the shrub in the spring
The solution of the problem, says presents but a sorry appearance; McAllister’s company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s regiment, and served from
compared with others close by lull 11, 1779, to Sept. 24, 1779, in an expedition against Majorbagaduce.
Mr. McDermott, is for the local cham when
which have been left bare all winter
*
ber of commerce, or some other non- So my advice would be, "Protect the the roll being endorsed "Regt. at Penobscot.
partisan civic organization, to prepare roots and the tops will take care of
HOWARD, JOSHUA. He served as sergeant in Capt. Philip M £
a roster of authorized charities. Citi- themselves." Coal ashes are a won- Ulmer’s company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s regiment, from July 8, 1779. 9
zens should then be asked to refrain derful Protection, as you will learn to Sept. 24, 1779, on the Penobscot expedition. He also served as 2d .«
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by experimenting with it in various
from donating to causes not on the ways i have had nasturtium seeds Lieutenant in Capt. George l lmer’s company, Col. James Hunter’s regi U ,
list. The Rockland Chamber of Com- buried in them all winter, come up ment from March 20, 1782, to Nov. 20, 1783, when he was discharged.
merce has taken pronounced stand in spring and get a good growth I he company was raised for the defense of Eastern Massachusetts.
with respect to this phase of imposi- ' bet°re those
planted had
..
..
,
peeped from the ground, and X have •HUTCHINS, BENJAMIN. He served as a private in Lieut. Alex
tion, urging the cooperation of citi- never yet faiIed
it as a blanket
A CASE OF TWO SIXES
CAMDEN
OUR FIRST 9OCCER
ander Kelloch’, company from Nov. 13, 1779, to Feb. 13, 1780, the com
STRAND THEATRE
zens to the end that no opportunity ! for the roots of young shrubbery,
panv being detached from the regiments of Col. Wheaton and Col. Jones
---! The Henry Wolcotts have closed
seeking revenge for the defeat remay be afforded the unworthy appli- ;
• • • •
William Haines' latest talking Clark Island Swedes and the, their summer homo at Melvfh cejved last week, Friendship came
cant or canvasser. Every such case
On the whole I prefer to trans- by order of Brig. Gen. Cushing to protect the eastern part of Lincoln
comedy, “Way Out West," will run I
Heights and returned to Philadel- \ back and fought the Rockland Pirates
reported to the chamber helps to rid i P'ant herbaceous perennials in county and was stationed at Camden and St. Georges.
Friday and Saturday with a cast I Long Cove Scots r lay Here phia.
! to a 6 to 6 deadlock in the second
♦u-___
..
,
, spring rather than in fall, because
Mr. Hutchins was probably a son of Robert Hutchins who resided in which includes Leila Hyams, Polly!
the community of this form of | unless the plants are set very flrmlv
CL,tllr(Jav
! David Crockett and Sherman game of the series, the game being
___
! Mitchell left this week for Cambridge called on account of darkness after
imposture.
; indeed. our heavy frosts are likely Cushing prior to 1760. Inquiry and investigation have failed"to reveal any Moran. Cliff Edwards and Frances
Saturday afternoon at I o'clock In 10 resume their
studicsseven innings had been played. Leto throw the roots out of the ground tacts concerning Robert Hutchins, except that he had at least two chil X. Bushman, Jr.
The picture ls a farce which pre- baturday alternoon at 3 o clock in
c-h.-vip,. navs havPreturned land Delano pitched masterly ball for
Alluding to this paper's query, before they have become well estab dren, Sarah and Susan. Sarah married Archibald Robinson, 2d, son of
sents
Haines
as
a
carnival
barker
Community
Park,
Rockland,
Clark
>
Y
.
Friendship, striking out 13 men and
whether the Ulmer's Point men lished. We read in catalogues and Joseph Robinson and grandson of Dr. Moses Robinson who bought lot whose attempts at cheating a group Island s Swedish soccer team v. ill
thpir eottare on Bav View holding the Pirates to seven scattered
floral
magazines
printed
in
New
tioned by an old-time writer was the
PYtpnripri
hits, and in six of the seven innings
,
York and Pennsylvania that certain No. 22 of Gen. Samuel Waldo, Jan. 6, 1743. Their intentions of mar of cowboys with a crooked roulette llne UP aBa-nst the fast Scotch team
.... he retired the side on strike outs with
Crockett s Point of a later generationq jjowers are hardy perennials, but riage were filed with Robert McIntyre, town clerk, Aug. 20, 1789. wheel land him on a Western ranch ICo\e' in an Ind£av°r * StrJ, e’'te"ded'
the back of a bucking broncho, settle the dispute as to which should Mrs. Orrington Cross entertained one or more Pirate runners on base.
a correspondent, great-granddaughter when we try them in our Maine Susan married Jacob Ludwig in 1797. He died Nov. 5, 1858. Mrs. on
He becomes involved in a series of have won tne Labor Day game which the Bethany Class this week at her q Delano like his brother added a
of the mariner whose name follows, \ climate we are disappointed, for the Ludwig died Feb. 24, 1838. Eleven children were born of this marriage. exciting
escapades but before the resulted m a tie score. 4 to 4. Both home on Washington street.
great deai t0 the cause, bringing his
_____
writes:
j next spring they are all dead.
Dr. Moses Robinson Ludwig, the second child, resided in ’I homaston anil I picture' io
is over hoc
has nrnvort
proved that,
that ha
he teams h ve absolute confidence in An Eastern Star school of instruc- team back in the running by driving
their ability and a good game should tion was held at Masonic hall yes- ln a run witb his triple in the fifth
"In 1794 Capt. John Ulmer, native i
was one of the most noted physicians in Knox county in his day and gen can stand the gaff of the country result.
I terday. There was a large attend- and then in the final inning with two
of Germany, whose father was one of | Some times when we have an ex‘
where “men are men.”
Soccer is fast gaining popularity ; ance and dinner was served at noon. ! men out, two runs needed to tie the
the first settlers of Broad Bay, now ceptionally favorable winter we are eration.
It ls remarkable In being the first
an'd two runners on base he
in the United States there being The annual meeting and election ;
Waldoboro, removed onto a large ' delighted with our success, but if
HYLER (HILER) JACOB. He was employed as carpenter on the to have been filmed by a sound 30,000 teams listed at present. The 1 of officers of the American Legion drove out his second consecutive triple
tract of land which he had taken up , we happen to have an old fashioned
studio on wheels, a special train
In what is now Rockland, said to be | Maine winter we lose most of our sloop "Machias Liberty,” commanded by Capt. Jeremiah O'Brien of having been equipped with a labora game requires much skill as the ; Auxiliary was held on Tuesday eve- tying the game. The score:
Pirates
between Park and Limerock streets so-called hardy perennials. One of Machias, serving from Feb. 1, 1776, to Oct. 15, 1776.
tory car, camera car, and sound re players are not allowed to touch the nlng and the following were chosen:
ab r bh po a
and extending from the Meadows to our most beautiful plants—foxglove
cording car, exclusive of the passen ball with their hands, and must j President, Frances Grindle; vice ,
JAMESON, CHARLES. He enlisted »s a private in Capt, Benjamin ger section which served as a hotel kick It through the goal posts to presidents, Edna Dearborn and Helen | Burns, If ............. 2 3 10
the shore. This estate was divided —is very reliable in this respect,
among his thirteen children, one of but even though you succeed in rais- Plummer’s company March 5, 1778, and served until Sept. 6, 1778. 1 he for members of the company. An score. These teams are anxious to payson; secretary, Edna Burrill; j Cl. Mosher, lb ..... 3 0 2 6
whom. Catharine, married Capt j ing but one plant you will find it
other novelty Is the fact that many Introduce this brand of football treasurer, Helen Dougherty; hls- Tripp, c ............... 4 0 0 12
Jonathan Crockett, who had a home- \ well worth all the trouble and care company was stationed at St. Georges for defense of the sea coast. He of the scenes were filmed atop the hereabouts, and no doubt the sport torlan, Jessie Beverage; sergeant-at^, Ca. Mosher,2b ..... 4 0
was
also
a
member
of
Capt.
Philip
M.
Ulmer's
company,
Col.
Samuel
stead on Sea street, a short distance ! you may give it. I have had them
ancient Indian pueblos, the play followers of this vicinity, once they arms. Alice Clancy; chaplain. Fan”Genthner, ss ....... 3 0
from Main. Her husband finally i grow more than six feet high, with McCobb’s regiment, serving from July 8, 1779, to Sept. 24, 1779, on the ers having to climb three-hundred have become familiar with the game.; nie Payson. The installation will | Gardner, 3b ......... 2 2
bought the land down to the shore. a wreath of lovely pink and white Penobscot expedition.
foot ladders in order to reach the will find It a diversion to which they take place sometime in October. Winchenbach, rf .. 3 0
may turn when the baseball season Reports from the delegates to the Felkcr, cf ............ 3 0
and so Ulmer s Point became Crock- bells encircling the stem, and there
"location" grounds."—adv.
; ls ended.
State convention, were read. Regu- Gray, p ................. 2 1
ett’s Point, as it is now known."
are many combinations of color beJAMESON, EBENEZER. He was a corporal in Capt. Philip M.
i School-boys will find it equally in- iar meeting comes next Tuesday ,
----------------sides pink and white. Sometimes Ulmer’s company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s regiment, serving from July 8,
PARK
THEATRE
26 6 7 21 4 0
_______ and far less dangerous evening with a chicken pie supper
i teresting
Memory recalls a sea song that used ; double hollyhocks die in winter, but
Marion Davies’ newest all-talking j t,han rugby while the physical bene- at 6.30.*
Friendship
to be known to the concert stage, in j the single and semi-double ones ap- 779, to Sept. 24, 1779.
ab r bh po a
plcture. "The Florodora Girl,’ in a j flt.s derived are just as great. If sufClarence Heald left this week for
later times though lost to sight to : Pear to be able to stand greater exJAMESON, JOSEPH. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Philip M. story of the Gay Nineties, will be flC;ent interest is shown in this Amherst, Mass., where he will be L. Simmons, c ...... 2 2 0 14 1
memorv dear. We allude to "Lar-1tremes, of weather A pretty good
,
,
general rule regarding the covering Ulmer’s company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s regiment, serving from July 8, shown at the Park Theatre Friday- ’ match other matches will be ar- employed in the Western Union Tele- | L' Delano, p ......... 2
Saturday.
i ranged with teams from other parts graph office.
board Watch, written m duet for of pjants in winter is never cover 1779, to Sept. 24, 1779, on the Penobscot Expedition.
: Cushman, lb ........ 4
“The Florodora Girl" depicts the I of the state.
Mrs. E. H. Tinker entertained!
Aurio, rf ......... 0
the bass and tenor voices, carrying J closely those plants which remain
----------------friends at dinner and bridge at!
rf ......
i
JAMESON, PALL, 2d. He served as a private in Capt. Philip M. adventures and the romance of one of
the romance and feeling of the green all winter. You my scatter a
the members of the "Florodora SexttmaWT’C UAWHTIB
Florence Inn Tuesday night, in , Simmons, rf .... 2
square-rigger days and in the grasp! ^ew leaves oyer them, or place one L lmer’s company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s regiment, from July 8, 1779* tete,
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Delano.
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..........
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piece of brush on them—just enough
of real singers never failing to arouse to keep the rays of the sun from to Sept. 24, 1779, on the expedition against Castine. Mr. Jameson was the 20 years ago. This bevy of beauties ; Friday evening of this week at leaving on Friday for Saco to resume : Alr
3
*ano’ 2C' .....
the concert audience to a high level I them, but if covered closely they will son of Paul Jameson, 1st, and was a seaman by occupation. He married has held more romantic Interest Naomi Chapter’s stated meeting Mrs. her position as supervisor of music
than
any
group
of
chorus
girls
In
;
Nellie
MacKenzie
will
entertain
with
in the public schools of that city., „ R,,rnY if ’
of appreciation. We have looked for smother and rot. Sweet Williams, Sarah Parsons, daughter of Lawrence Parsons of Broad Cove, Cushing,
the history of the theatre. It ls said her moving picture camera. Mrs.
’ “........... _ _
it in radio programs featuring old- , pansies and hollyhocks are good ex- and resided on Burton or Gay Island. He died July 21, 1795, at the age on well substantiated authority that Daisy Torrey and Mrs. Nina Leach Favors were won by Miss Alice Han- ’
sen and Miss Gladys Clark.
29 6 8 21 4 0
of 34 years, and is buried in the Pleasant Point cemetery.
time songs
and
wondered
that
nobody
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are
the
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committee,
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• any covering at all, but let the leaves
Frank Bibb is returning today to j Pirates
1 1 1 1 2 0 0— 5
;
’
seemed to think of it. Also we have from neighboring trees drift about
JAMESON, ROBERT. Served as 2d lieutenant in Capt. Cornelius ltonaires.
hls
home
in
New
York
after
spendFriendship
.....'.'.'.Z?".
3
0 0 0 1 0 2-6
The days when “Florodora" was the
ing the summer at his cottage on 1 Two-base hit. Gray. Three-base hit,
not been able to come upon the words j them naturally, and they all come Bradford's 6th company, 4th Lincoln county regiment of .Massachusetts sensation
of Broadway and Its sex- laced waists, the old hansom cabs Chestnut Hill
of the song. Perhaps some reader oi out smiling in the spring.
C. Delano 2. Struck out. by Gray 11,
mili.ia, Ins appointment appearing in a list of officers chosen by the several tette of beauties the toast of the' and horse cars, a reproduction of
Miss M. E. Bartlett was the recent by Delano 13. Bases on balls, off
this paragraph can supply a copy ol
Adella F. Veazie
companies in said regiment as returned by Col. Mason Wheaton and others town will furnish the picturesque at-! an old football game between Yale guest of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar H. Gray 6, off Delano 3.
mosohere of the new production; and Columbia and a host of other
them.
dated at St. Georges, June 3, 1776. It was ordered in Council, July 3, which is replete with old New York- j details which have long since faded Emery at Bar Harbor.
----------------SOUTH BELFAST
Norman Bowley has resigned hls
1/76, that said officers be commissioned which was followed by a report ana, including the sidewalk-sweeping in the face of the modem skyscraper
GREEN’S ISLAND
Observant readers of this column
---position at the Comique Theatre and
that the several commissions were issued the same day.
costumes,
the
bustles
and
tightly'
era
—
adv.
his place has "been taken by his
are occasionally heard to remark that ■ Mr. and Mrs. Joe' Prescott and
U. S. S. Hibiscus was at Heron Neck
brother, Herman Bowley.
about this time they look for an children usPe.nt the weekend with the
JOHNSON, ANDREW. He was a gunner on the brig "Julius
2. James, 2d, married Hannah Madden of St. George, Jan. 7, 1808;
„ .
.
. latter s brotner Harry Brown and
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Mathews are Light Station Sept. 12 with the yearly
Caesar /’commanded by Capt. Nathaniel Bentley. In a descriptive list of
allusion to the Porter apple. It Is fanlily in Presque Isle.
leaving this week for a visit in Wor supply of coal. Capt. erman Ingalls
was on vacation, so Mate Henry Fos
true that this is a subject upon which , Harold Herrick is substituting on officers and crew, sworn to at the Port of Falmouth, June 21, 1780, Mr. resided and died in Belfast or Waldo.
cester, Mass.
3. fane, died young.
the apple editor continues to enter- ithe„ mail x,route for Henry Ladd. .
Cards have been received ln town ter was in charge.
J°hn*>n was described as being thirtv-three years of age - five feet seven
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Bray and
4. William, 2d, born about 1793; married, first, Susan Snow, Dec. announcing the wedding in Augusta
tain views, the recurrent reference to
,
,
, . , .
,
,
,x x . x. and son were in Tenant s Harbor, the and one halt inches tn stature; and of light complexion. .Mr. Johnson was 20, 1821; resided and died in St. George; second, Hannah Haskell, May of Elery Prescott of that city and daughtger Ada»were guests at the
which has frequently resulted in the guest of Mr and Mrs aarence Free. evidently the Andrew Ring Johnson who came to Cushing from North
lighthouse last Sunday. It was the
21, 1832, daughter of Francis Haskell, probably a native of Deer Isle, born Miss Marion Jahkson, formerly of eighth annoversary of Mr. and Itfrs.
receipt of contributed fruit of a man.
Yarmouth, and married Margaret Adams, daughter of Capt. Richard 1789, died Nov. 28, 1845 ; third, Ann Maria Hayden, April 8, 1846; born Camden. Congratulations.
’s wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lyon of Amory. Adams in 1768. On May 14, 1770, Mr. Johnson bought of Michael
quality not lightly to be valued.
Norman Bowley is visiting Mrs. E. Bray
The machine bell at Heron Neck
Dec. 13, 1812. She was the daughter of Luther Hayden.
Miss.,
have
returned
to
their
home
M.
Holman
at
Wayne.
Whether the Porter apple of far-ofl
5. Rachel, married Adam Boyd, Jr., who resided in Rockland. His
after a visit with the latter's father, Ralley (now Rawley) a lot of land, containing 62 acres, bordering on
Mrs. Caroline Sawtelle Sabin. 91, has been sounding nearly all the time
memory is to be grouped with the Nelson Wight.
Maple Juice cove, which he sold to William Young, April 14, 1772.
father lived in St. George and died there April 17, 1850 at the aj;e of 84 died at her home on High street on for the past three weeks.
Lost Chord which the organist vainly Mr. and Mrs. Manson Low of Dornight, the result of a reKELLOC H, DAV ID, 3d. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Samuel >C6.S' David, 4th. married Eleanor Kelloch, a daughter of Thomas Tuesday
searched for we shall not undertake Chester, Mass., have been guests of
ben_t±11'._^ecea^
(iregg’s company! GT James Cargill’s regiment, Aug. 25, 1775, and n as
to say.
Mr- and Mrs- Fred Herrick.
Bangor ln 1839. She leaves two
__
_ ____
t Stella Carver is home after being discharged Dec. 31, 1775. 'The company was raised in St. Georges. Wal Kelloch. His second wife was Polly Ross Kelloch to whom he was mar daughters, Mrs. Wingate F. Cram of
_ z-,
,,, 1 employed in Belfast for the month of doboro and Camden for the defense of the sea coast, fie also served as a ried July 25, 1833. No children were born of this marriage. His first Bangor and Miss Gertrude Sabin of A Pore Herb Laxative
Construction Engineer George W., aUpUKt
this place. She was a member of
Hanson and his assistant, George i
'
private in Capt. Abraham Hunt’s company, Col. Joseph Vose’s regiment, wife died May 21, 1826. At .times he resided in Warren and St. George. the
St. Thomas Episcopal Church.
W. Harvey, who built the Cushing
He died January, 1846, aged 91 years, and is buried in the cemetery at
Not a harsh stimulator of
from
Jan.
1,
1
777,
to
Dec.
31,
1779.
According
to
the
muster
roll
be
The funeral will be held this Thurs
Tlie Herrick Reunion
radio station, left today for New
the Bowels but a bene/i*
Wiley
’
s
Corner,
St.
George.
Mr.
Kelloch
was
a
pensioner,
his
$(amc
York. Mr. Hanson has been ordered The 36th annual reunion of the enlisted Jan. 16, 1777, for three years. On March 30, 1777, he was appearing on the published list of Revolutionary war soldiers receiving day afternoon at 2 o’clock from the
rial, pure-quality Herb
residence. Rev. Ralph Hayden offici
Laxative which has been <
to the Pacific coast where he will Herrick family was held at the home mustered in Capt. Hunt’s company, Capt. Patterson’s regiment. Mr.
ating and interment will be in the
successfully
superintend the construction of an of Mr. and Mrs. Grover Drinkwater. Kelloch served as a private in Lieut. Alexander Kelloch’s company, which state bounty.
Mountain street cemetery.
addition to the Mackay station at Lincolnville Aug 24 After all had was stationed at Camden and St. Georges from Nov. 13, 1779, to Eeh.
KELLOCH, JAMES. His name appears on the list of men mustered
Hillsboro, Oregon. He has traveled renewed acquaintances 59 partook of
Used for Over 77 Years
so much in recent years, that it has a bountiful dinner from tables spread 13, 1780. The company was detached from the regiments of Col. by Nathaniel Barber, muster master for Suffolk county, Mass., dated at NORTH WALDOBORO
Wheaton
and
Col.
Jones
by
order
of
Brig.
Gen.
Cushing
to.
protect
the
come to be second nature to him. but under the trees on the lawn. After
Boston, March 30, 1777, as a member of Capt. Hunt’s company, Gen.
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas are
as a quick, natural relief
he was so pleasantly domiciled in dinner a business meeting was held eastern part of Lincoln county. As a corporal he served in Capt. George Patterson’s regiment. He served as a private in Capt. Hunt’s company* passing a few days at their home In
from constipation — the
Knox County that he feels a twinge and the following officers were elect Ulmer’s company, Col. James Hunter’s corps, April 26, 1782, to Nov. 20, Col. Joseph Vose’s regiment, from Jan. 16, 1777, to Dec. 31, 1779, accord this place.
evil which so often causes
of homesickness at the thought of ed: President, Harold Herrick; vice
School began in district No. 11
Illness. Cleanse your
1782.
He
was
at
Valley
Forge
as
a
member
of
Capt.
Hunt's
company,
ing
to
the
Continental
army
pay
accounts.
On
Jan.
16,
1777,
he
enlisted
this transfer. His regret is shared president, Cora Herrick; secretary
Monday under the instruction of Mrs.
system by taking
by the hosts of friends Mrs. Hanson and treasurer, Alberta Farnham; pro Joseph Vose’s regiment. He served as a soldier under Gen. Gates in 1 777. at Valley Forge for three years, and was with his company throughout , Ida Mallett,
and he have made. And Mr. Han gram committee, Maude Jones, Cora He was also a soldier in the war of 1812 against England. In his applica the terrible winter of that memorable year. He is imported as a member Vena Eugley has been passing a few
son will also cherish a friendly feel Herrick and Cora Drinkwater. The tion for a pension he states: “I belonged to the town of Cushing, District of Capt. Green’s company, Col. Joseph Vose’s regiment, serving from Jan. days with her daughter Hilma Hall
ing for those marvelous Cushing remainder of the day was spent with
in Gardiner.
—
beans and pies. Mr. Harvey will be music and visiting tlie dahlia and of Maine in 1776 and in December of that year I enlisted in the army for 1, 1780, to Jan. 16, 1780. He served as corporal in Capt. Archibald’s Rev. and Mrs. Wesley Wiggin who
at Savville, L. I., for a while, and gladiola garden of Mrs. Drinkwater. one vear tinder Col. Bond of Watertown, 1 think, and served the time tor company, Col. Prime's regiment, under Gen. Wadsworth, to the East have been passing their vacation at The True Kuni|y Laxative
will tlien return to Cushing to com There were relatives from Florida and which I enlisted in said Reg. In 1777 I enlisted in the First Massachu ward, from April 24, 1780, to Dec. 21, 1780, when he was discharged.
Northport spent a few days at W.
“I had terrible headaches and
plete the installation of the ice Massachusetts present. The next setts. Reg. commanded by Col. Joseph Vose for three years and served that
Mr. Kelloch was the son of John Kelloch of St. George and Isabella R. Walter's before returning to their
I suffered for years before
iDi-jnie maebine which is expected -eu"ion will be held in Belfast with
home in Chelsea. Mass.
Cunningham,
who
was
a
native
of
Arrowsic.
Eaton,
the
local
historian,
time
and
was
honorably
discharged.
My
residence
Mar.
17,
1835,
was
in
Dr. True’s Elixir was recom
to keep the antennae free during Mrs. Nellie Farnham,
Mr. Andrews of Jefferson preached
in
his
History
of
Thomaston,
South
Thomaston
and
Rockland,
states
that
Warren."
mended to me.”—Mrs. Nellie
at the M. E. Church Sunday morn
sleet and ice storms. The machine
Woodsford, East Boston.
Is already installed except for the “Chicago." says a children’s encyMr. Kelloch’s first wife was Betsey Love of Boston by whom he had he died in the Revolutionary war, yet the official records of the war give ing.
transformer. The Cushing station clopedia, ''is famous for Its canned the following children:
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wotton of Vamilr stea $1.20; other sizes Me & Me.
the date of his discharge’ Dec. 21, 1780. These records were not then
CWAG) is exceeding the expectation! provisions." And. of late, hardly less
Friendship visited at E. D. Mank's
1. J'"""
John, 3d, married Marv Stover of St. George, and resided in printed and available to Eaton.
of the owners, and a fourth operator <o for its potted citizens—The Pass'•
and Laforest Mank’s for a few days
[Tu
Be
Continued]
i
^requisitioned.
j
Shuv.
;. _,j bouth 1 homaston
last week.

No Goods Sold on
Inspection Day

Will Reopen In Their New Location
396-398 Main Street, Rockland

No Goods Sold on
Inspection Day

Friday, September 19
FOR INSPECTION ONLY
2 to 5 & 7 to 9 P. M. Special Orchestra Music

Open for Business, Sat., Sept. 20
At 8.00 A.M.
With a Large Assortment of Regular and Special Merchandise
' See Our Windows for Special Values Offered Saturday

Blue Enamel Ware
10c each

Galvanized Pails
10c

Four-in-Hand Ties
10c each

F. W. WOOLWORTH CO.

Dr.Thie^EIixir

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept.
19- Thomaston -Annual
meeting

Knox Couuty Sunday School Asoclatlon, at
Baptist Church.
Sept. 24—-Methebesec Club entertains fed
erated clubs of this district.
Oct. 4—Knox Pomona Grange meets,
with Medomak Valley Grange, Burkett*
ville.
*
Oct.
11—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange
meets
with
Wessaweskeatg
Grange. South Thomaston.
Oct. 22-24 Annual iState teachers’ convert^
tion in Bangor.
Oct. 23—Annual meeting of Knox-Lincoln
Farm Bureau.
Nov. 5—U. S. Army Band at Strand
Theatre.
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A HEART ATTACK
May Have Led To Drowning

of George Niles From a
Bangor Wharf

EXTRA SPECIALS

The possibility that Capt. George )
Niles, 24, of Rfockland, who was i
drowned Saturday night at Bangor,
suffered from a sudden attack of
heart trouble when he fell from the
Maine Central wharf is advanced as
a possible explanation of hls drown
ing.
The police have ascertained for a ’
Raymond Pendleton has resum&J
certainty that both the captain and
his studies at Northeastern Univer
his companion, Albert Smith, who
sity.
attempted to rescue him, seemed as
usual w’hen they returned to the
Stanley C. Boynton came from I
wharf where their dory was moored.
Boston Tuesday in a 300 h. p. Cessna
They had come up the river, in. the
in one hour and ten minutes.
boat earlier in the evening from the
Eastern Manufacturing wharf in
Everett A. Munsey of this city is
South Brewer, where Capt. Niles'
president-treasurer of the Maine
schooner, Meadows No. 2, was
State Aii-ways, Inc., which has just
docked.
been organized witli a capital stock
The police held an informal in- j
of $10,000.
quiry and report they ■are convinced J
that Smith did all in his power to
■JjVilliam J. Sullivan, who began
save his friend. An investigation
his annual vacation Monday, enter
revealed that they were intimate
tained friends at Richardson Manor,
friends and “buddies,” and that
Warren, Tuesday night, and won
there was absolutely no basis for
new laurels as chef-waiter.
suspicion of foul play. Althougii
Smith did not report the drowning
to the police Saturday night, he told
The steamers Camden and Belfast.)
at least four people on the wharf
are no longer making Sunday trips,
on the Boston and Bangor division, a__________________ _______
•
H of the fatality. Witnesses state that |
the service having been narrowed to p p r? r?fgrai^BlZJH£rajgIEfeJaraiHTi fr. J. SIMONTON CO. J2raiHra!ZrZJ^Ji^2J?JBiai2i2,r2riS he tried vainly to search around in i
the dark for his captain. Smith told '
six trips a week, which will continue j ——------------- tofficers that Capt. Niles "paddled ‘
untll Oct. 13.
away from him" and officers credit
Gen. Berry Lodge, K. of P„ meets E. H. Philbrick was among those
FARM
BUREAU
WORK
this to the natural confusion of an
These officers have been elected tonight. Lobster stew will be served. who saw Boston’s big parade yester
ill and drowning man.
day. And he found in it a wide con
by the freshman class of Rockland
366 Main Street
The
Knox-Lincoln
Farm
Bureau
Heart failure has been prevalent
High School: President, William Miriam Rebekah Lodge is being en trast with the parade which he saw work for the month includes poultry
in
Niles
family,
it
was
brought
out,
|
there
50
years
ago
when
Boston
was
Glover; vice president, Richard tertained this evening by Bethel
and orchard, besides organization although the captain has never been
celebrating its 250th birthday.
Thomas; treasurer, Charles Hav Lodge at Union
'work.
known to suffer from it. Smith I
ener; secretary, Thelma Day.
There will be meetings Sept. 19,
that he was so excited and;
R. S. Sherman is home from Booth - North Edgecomb and Edgecomb stated
Miss Dorothy Blackington is having
Lewis Cates, aide de camp in the her annual vacation from Moran's bay Harbor, where he has been “rusti 10.30, Dresden 2 and Damariscotta at confused that he never thought of!
office of the Vinalhaven and Rock insurance office.
cating" this season ln the interest of 7.30; Sept. 20, Bunker Hill at 10.30 reporting to the police. When he j
land Steamboat Company, is ha<-i
the Eastern Steamship Lines Inc. He and Nobleboro 2; Sept. 22, Friend saw that his attempts at rescue were
ing his annual vacation. Mr. Cates Rehearsal of Knox County Men’s says that this rapidly growing resort ship 10.30, Orff's Comer and Warren futile he rowed his boat to South
soon completes a successful admin Chorus Sunday afternoon at the First had more business than last year, at 7.30; Sept. 23, Damariscotta Brewer and notified his superior |
There are only a few days left in our great
istration as commander of Winslow- Baptist Church at 4 o'clock.
which was contrary to expectations Mills and Waldoboro 10.30, Bristol officers on the boat.
As far as the police are concerned i
in the early summer.
Holbrook Post,
and Jefferson at 2, and Rockland at the affair is ended.
When the Westbrook Seminary James J. O'Hara, who is now organ
Robert M. Packard spent a portion 7.30.
Where two committees are sched
MRS. T. E. McNAMARA
and Junior College opens its doors ist at Fenway Theatre, Boston, is of his vacation at Brockton Fair, and
that c,ty rpncwed old' ac_ uled at the same time the home
Sept. 30 it will mark the commence moving his household goods to that ' while
quaintance with Bert Coakley, a for demonstration agent will attend the That part of the city known as The
ment of the 100th year of the school, Wmer Rockland drug clerk who is now women’s meeting and the county Meadows lost a long-time and hon
and preparations will be made upon
ored resident in the death. Sept. 12, ■
W. H. Anderson is moving into the a par(npr jn one of Brockton's lead- agent the men's meeting.
the return of the students at this
Two meetings are being planned of Hannah, the wife of Timothy E.
time for the celebration of Founders’ former Benjamin Perry house on lng apothecary shops. On his return
Warren street, recently purchased by gob saw some'baseball games in Bos- for Hope and Union on orcharding. McNamara, following upon an illness
Day, Oct. 27..
Mr. Aijderson
At these meetings a summary of the of several months. The deceased was
ton and a good scrap in Portland.
pomological tour will be presented born in Caromore town, county of
Rear Admiral Byrd, the first man There will bem drill meeting on the
Limerick, Ireland, April 20, 1867,
Master Richard Karl is to enter by County Agent Wentworth.
to fly over the North and South initiatory nt Knox Lodge. I.O.O.F..
The latest methods ln pruning, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mark Sav
Poles, is coming to Portland, Tues next Monday night. All officers and tain all his classmates of the fourtn
age, with whom as a young child she
day. Oct. 14, to deliver a lecture members are requested to be preseint. grade, McLain school, at a picnic at spraying and fertilizing as well as came to this country and had ever
QUALITY GUARANTEED GOODS
thc Karl cottage at Megunticook cost figures will be given. Tlie dates since made her home in Rockland
under the auspices of the Portland
Lake. Saturday. All children are of these meetings are Hope, Sept. 29
Kiwanis Club. The visit of the fa
and vicinity. She was married to Mr
There will be a 10 cent social for
At the Lowest Prices Ever Offered In Rockland!
mous explorer is expected to arouse children of the L.T.L. at the Baptist asked to meet at the McLain building at 7.30 p. m. and Union, Oct. 2 at 7.30 McNamara Oct. 31, 1894, and on June (
at
10
a.
m.
Saturday.
Mr.
and
Mis)
)
Pm
Meetings
will
be
held
in
Grange
great interest.
25 of the following year they took up
Church Friday afternoon, directly Donald Karl and Mrs. Harriet Luf- I hall.
residence at The Meadows, occupy- j
after school. Light refreshments will kin. teacher of the 4th grade, will be
A.
H.
Gardner
will
give
demonstraMembers of the St. George team. be served.
ing the old McNamara home, so long
In
charge.
‘
tions
on
packing
apples
in
Hope,
Manager Ernest Rawley and Assistant
a landmark in that vicinity. Here
___
j
Union
and
Jefferson
Oct.
7,
Hope,
1.30
Manager Whitney Wheeler are wear
her life .Was happily spent, devotion
Thomas
W.
Lamont
and
family
,
Miss
Evelyn
Burbank
who
several
PUnion
Oct.
8
at
10
a.
m.
and
ing gold baseballs, the gift of Mrs. who have been at their North Haven , months ago received a cash prize of Jefferson at 1.30.
to husband and friends being witli!
OPP. PARK THEATRE
PARK STREET
R. J. MacKenzie, a loyal backer of summer home have returned to New $1000 for Kuppiving lhc winning name ' During September nnd October, her a governing characteristic, and i
the championship team. The sou York. The cottage was closed yes- ; lor a npw bran'd of soap has recently j poultrymcn will meet ln the different winning from all an affection that
venirs are hand engraved, with the terday.
4
received a letter from a woman in ! communities to check up on methods was very marked. She was a de- ,
inscription "St. George Champions.
—
south Dakota stating that she re- ! used in the Grow Good Pullet cam- yoted member of St. Bernard’s Catho- I
K.C.L. [Knox County League]; and
The
W
’
estern
Lnion
is
now
running
similar award, having pre- ) Pa*8n- Demonstrations will also be lie Church, a lover of children and an )
FREI) E. MESERVEY
APPLETON RIDGE
on the reverse side the Initials of the on fall schedule: Open on weekdays cr;ved a tbp
same name—“Olinol ” given on Selection of Breeders. The unwavering friend. Tributes of esteem
recipient.
_________
_
Miss
Ruth
B.
Moody
is
attending
and
love
during
the
sickness
and
the
from 5.30 a. m. to 9.30 p. m. and on
manufacturers had agreed to schedule follows:
Fred E. Meservey, formerly a resi
from 9 to* 11 a. m. and 5 to I (JquIjIq the award in case of a tie.
! Round Pond, Sept. 27, 10, V, final services will long be remembered I Rockland Commercial College. She dent of Rockland, died at the home
Manager Dondis of the Strand Sundays
by
those
left
to
mourn
her
loss.
■
is
boarding
with
Mrs.
Norwood
on
7 p. m.
'
I
___
; Carter.
Theatre has at last received a book
Mrs. McNamara is survived, be- Main street and will spend her week- of his daughter Mrs. Hattie M.
---- ' ! There’s not much similarity be- ! Friendship, Sept. 27. 1,30, Albion
ing for “Animal Crackers” featuring
sides
her husband, by two brothers, ends at home as long as traveling per- Cowley in Wiscasset Sept. 11, after
Tlie meeting of the Browne Club tween thp namps of Kpndrick SparIps : Wottons.
a brief sickness, at the age of 75
the 4 Marx Bros. This picture will be held at 730 Friday evening and Milton Sills, but the published ' Nobleboro, Sept. 30, 10, Jo Mark Savage of Keene, N. H„ and \ mits.
will be shown Monday, Tuesday and with Mrs. Frank Ingraham, Lindsey notice of thc latter’s death which ap- Bryant's.
From this date to Oct. 1 the
David Savage of Worcester, who were Several from here attended the years.
Mr. Meservey was for many years
Wednesday of next week. A special street, instead of Thursday as previ- peared in Tuesday's issue of this ' West Aina. Sept. 3°. 13°. Mrs. c present at the funeral services held movie '.'Abie's Irish Rose" at Liberty
Gov.
Douglas will leave Thom
connected with the lime industry in I
matinee will be held Tuesday at 4 ously reported.
at St. Bernard's Church Monday, at Saturday evening.
; paper has somehow kept the popular Hendrickson's
____
Mrs. Julia Currier, Miss Fannie Rockland and Rockport being cm- )
aston for
Monhegan and
o'clock for the school children.
which
Rev.
Fr.
Flynn
officiated.
voung local Coast Guardsman busy
West Rockport, Oct, 2, 10, Henry Others present included n niece, Mrs. j Gushee. Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert. Mrs. ployed as stevedore at the time when I
Manager Dondis has received a great
The race program at Union Fair assuring fricnds that he is verv much Keller’s,
Boothbay
Harbor
at 6 A. M.
many requests for this picture, next week offers these events: Wed-, aijve and that the little old Ford is ' Warren. Oct. 3, 10, H. V. Starrett's Mary Manning of Boston, and a [ Elizabeth Stanley and Miss Chrystal most of the lime was shipped in |
small schooners. He is survived by I
Standard Time.
brother-in-law,
James
H.
McNamara
i
Stanley
motored
to
Damariscotta
which incidentally is the funniest of nesday—2.15 class, mixed, purs?, I stin rattling right along.
' Burkettville, Oct. 4, 10, Nelson Calof Eagle Rock, Va. Burial was in the Sunday afternoon where Mrs. Stan- four daughters, Mrs. Hattie M. Cow- 1
the year.
$300; 2.20 class, mixed, purse, $300;
: derwood's.
11. ’
Thomaston cemetery, the bearers be- j ley and daughter called on Miss Mary ley of Wiscasset with whom he has ,
TV,,
fanevwork denari- 2 25 class' mlX®d' purs!' $2°°' T1I^' 1 Monaghan, who played in the out- '
made his home for the past 22 years,!
ing T. E. McInnis, Valentine Chis- Bye, R. N. at Memorial Hospital,
P1®
Jd
I day—213 class- mlxed' Pursef $300i I field for the championship St. George
MAINE GRANITE SALES
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ferran of Au- Mrs. Alice B. Cowley of Malden,1
ment is always a feature at North 2.17 class, mixed, purse, $300 ; 2.22 team this season is, as most readers
Maine was second from the top holm W J. Sullivan and P. J. Burns. :! gusta
were Sunday guests at L- N. i Mass., Mrs. Mabel Eells of Beach- I
Knox Fair, Union. Large premiums class, mixed, purse, $250.
(know, an all around athlete, and not j among states selling granite
Moody's.
mont, Mass., and Mrs. Sarah South- j
are offered for faneywork and
EDWIN FRANKLIN LAWRENCE
“—- .
...
the least of his accomplishments is I building stone in 1929, the Bureau
Miss Grace Ferran of Augusta is ard of Bridgeport. Conn.; also one
household articles of merit. Drawn
Miss Jeanette Smith has a position : football. As captain of Higgins of Mines announces. Massachurugs, patchwork quilts, embroidery, as assistant dietitian at the Maine classical Institute this fall his work setts sold 1.071,160 cubic feet in 1929 The death of . Edwin Franklin I the guest of Mrs. Ethel Moody and brother Reuben Meservey of Thom- j
Myrtle St. Rockland
aston.
fancy needlework, art work and General Hospital Portland, and leaves wlll bp watched with much ]ocal in_ and Mainp
437 450 cubic feet Lawrence which occurred Tuesday at family.
The funeral services were held,
the home of his sister. Mrs. Henry
scores of fine hand made articles of Sunday to assume her duties Th, j terest. as will that of Maurice Hall a
BORN
ounuiiy
Sunday miu
and uic
the uiwrjiiciib
interment wa
was in
clothing and household use makd up appointment is a very gratifying one, j Rockland. High School grad who is Total sales for granite for building Leavitt, 29 Franklin street, brought
—At Rockland. Sept. 17. to Mr ! Greeniawn cemeterv Wiscasset
stone in the United States was 6.202,- sadness to many, particularly those ULMER
HOME COOKED FOOD
the display, and any woman who as Miss Smith graduated from that i also in the Higgins lineup.
and Mrs. Alden Ulmer. Jr., a daughter, greeniawn cemetery, Wiscasset..
270,
valued
at
$8,105,364,
a
decrease
who have watched his valiant fight RICHARDS—At Waldoboro. Sept. 13, to
misses this exhibit misses an im institution only last month.
,
___
in quantity of seven per cent com for health since last January when
Continuous service of steaks and
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Richards, a
portant part of the fair.
Tuesday night Troop 2 hiked to the
daughter.
to 1923. Sales of granite for he was stricken with Bright's disease.
chops and supper specials are now
Odd Fellows picnic next Sunday at shore at Ingraham hill where ’the pared
in
1929 Mr. Lawrence was born in Rock
featured at Mrs. Thurlow’s.
The
A great battle is expected at Com Spruce Head. All members ar.d boys enjoyed a corn-roast, in spite of monumental purposes
MARRIED
munity Park Saturday afternoon friends who are planning to go should the thick fog which settled in. Scouts amounted to 3,344.380, valued at land Oct. 4, 1858, thc son of Capt. H. PRESCOTT - JACKSON — At Augusta. luncheon idea in connection with the
when the soccer teams of Clark be at hail at 9.30 ft. m. Members will Chatto, Morey, Kaler and Bowser $11,962,645, an increase of five per F. and Emily (Coombs) Lawrence.
Sept. —. Ellery Prescott of Augusta ice cream parlors has met with high
109-tf
and Miss Marlon tfackson, formerly of favor.
Island and Long Cove decide that carry their own box lunch, and lob- parsed their 50-yard swimming test, cent in quantity at seven per cent His wife. Eunice Elizabeth Backus of
Camden.
Labor Day tic. Soccer is a form of ster stew will be served. Those who Cub Scout MaeAlman was prpspnt. in value. Of this total Maine con New York, died six years ago. In hls
—
—
football which Rockland has never have extra room ln their car are Next. week Troop 2 wilj have a meet- tributed 202,670, Vermont being at early days he went to sea with his ! AMES - GREENLAW — At Vinalhaven.
. .u
.i, j . .
. „ . , , the top with 1.350,950 cubic feet, father. Later he entered the employ rin^s mism^n^eeXw5:
had an opportunity to see, but which asked to go to the hall.
ing tn the Methodist vestry at 7 o'clock. mostly from thp Barrp quarriPS of the Nickle Plate Line where he re- \ both of vinalhaven.
is having a great run elsewhere.
i Many
luinnv of the
tnn hnvc
neo paying
novinrr the
t-Var. I__
_ _
’
boys are
for several years, making his |----------------With a Swedish team on the side,
Norman Waldron left by motor balance of their dues for this year in Maine sold 68,870 short tons of mained
DIED
crushed
stone
valued at $133,764 in home in Vermillion, Ohio. He came
and a Scotch team on the other Monday for Manlius, N. Y„ where he advance, which is a wise idea. Asso—At Camden. Sept. IG. Caroline S
to Rockland a few years ago to make SABIN
there will be great doings at the has been engaged to teach French ciate Scout Harry Burns oi Union, 1929.
Snbln, aged 90 years. 11 months, 10
A New Country-wide Distribution Service of
his home with his sister, Mrs. Leavitt, days. Funeral Thursday afternoon at
Park Saturday. The game starts at anrl Latin in the Manlius Military i member of Troop 2 is attending
2
o
’
clock.
and
care
for
her
in
her
failing
BIG
GRANITE
CONTRACT
School. Mr. Waldron who was gradu- KenfS Hfli Seminary.
3 o’clock.
CALDERWOOD—At Vinalhaven, Sept..
ated with honors from Bowdoin Col
Award of the contract to supply health,
16. Marion, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Lawrence was a member of the Herbert
The W. P. Barrett farm in Hope lege last June has been teaching Charles M. Breen of Bath sat in 200.000 cubic feet of white building Congregational
Funeral Friday
church at Vermillion, afternoonCalderwood.
at 2 o’clock at Union
was the scene of a rather unusual through the summer af the Wassoo- the prisoner’s dock at Municipal granite at an estimated cost of
Church.
attending
service
regularly
and
mani

poultry demonstration the other keag School at Dexter, hls subjects Court yesterday and listened rather i Sl-000,000 for the 17-story addition festing lively interest in all social af NASH—At Nobleboro, Sept. 4, James A.
by the
day when a hen belonging to Ralph being French and Spanish, substitut complacently, it seemed to the charge I to the Penn Mutual Life Insurance
Nash, aged 91 years.
in connection with the church.
C. Pearse laid an egg weighing half ing for George Adams who was on a that he had stolen a check in the sum Company building in Philadelphia fairs
He
was
a
thorough
Christian,
gener

OF THANKS
a pound and measuring 9'2x77i travel and study tour in Europe.
of $300 from the store of Samuel lias been awarded to the North Jay ous to a fault and having great pride We wishCARD
to thank all who extended
inches. Mr. Pearse's flock consists
Rubenstein on Park street. The quarries of the Maine and New in his family.
their sympathy and kindness In our re
A special invitation in a personal details as told by Mr. Rubenstein on Hampshire Granite Company. The
of White Plymouth Rocks and Rhode
He is survived by two daughters, cent bereavement ln the lost of our be
Island Reds, and he is at loss to letter to the Educational Club mem the witness stand were almost identi work of quarrying tills granite will Mrs. Emily Dean of Amherst, Ohio, loved one; also for the beautiful flowers
Telephone 370-1 I CAMDEN Telephone 370-11
to those who furnished ears.
bers
to
participate
in
the
first
dis

kno\4 where to place the credit. All
cal with the story which appeared in start immediately and will give em- and Mrs. Maria L. Smith of Geneva, and
Fred C. Robinson. Miss Mildred Rob
trict
meeting
of
Women
’
s
Clubs
to
of the hens are walking around on
Tuesday's issue of this paper. The ployment to many Maine laborers. Ill.; six grandchildren, one brother, inson and Grandchildren, Mr. and Mrs.
N. B. The service is effective today, and this week
•
their heel taps looking as proud as received by the club president from cross examination conducted by Much of the granite will be taken James H. Lawrence, and a sister, Mrs. W. R. Shibles.
includes kitchen range oil only. Announcement will
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay. director, of judge Pike, counsel for the respond- out this fall before cold weathei* Leavitt, both of Rockland.
a man with a new flivver.
OF THANKS
Waldoboro: "I cannot bear theient indicated an unexpected angle ol prevents further operations but it Ls Funeral services were held yester We wish CARD
be made in the immediate future of the furnace oil
to thank our neighbors and
Winslow-Holbrook Post and Aux thought of your club withdrawing defense. Instead of taking the check expected that it will take two years day morning at Mrs. Leavitt's home, friends for their kindness and sympathy
service.
during our recent bereavement; also for
iliary meet tonight when a big radio from the Federation. Do come to from the top of the casli register last to fill the contract.
with Rev. George II. Welch of the the many beautiful floral offerings.
109-tf
broadcast is staged. The National the meeting and pass the invitation Friday night, ns charged Breen says
Universalist Church, officiating. The Capt. Robert E. Billings. Mr. and Mrs.
Broadcasting Company and the to members of your club." Reserva- that lie was invited into a crap game,
Samuel
Carter
and
family.
body
was
taken
to
Vermillion
for
EAST WASHINGTON
Victor Radio are offering the sendee tions for the Thorndike Hotel lunch- together with hls companion, and
Melvin Meyer and friend of burial, the remains accompanied by
CARD OF THANKS
and thc program will be directed frdm eon must.be made with Mrs. Lenora that Rubenstein lost heavily, finally
the daughter, Mrs. Dean.
We wish t,o express our heartfelt
Boston. The reported hour is 9 to Cooper, 149 Limerock street ' phone \ giving Breen a check for $300 and his Malden, Mass., were weekend guests
thanks
to
the
neighbors and friends who
10.30, standard. If the Legion had 524-W> before Monday. Forenoon i companion a check for $200 by way last week at Prescott Farm.
were so kind and helpful to us dur
'
LAST THREE DAYS
E„
Burnell
Overlock
left
Sept..
6
SEARSMONT
ing
the
illness
and death of our dear
to pay for the time and use of the and afternoon sessions of all clubs') of settlement. Judge Miller found
one;
also
for
the
use
of
their
cars
and
for
Lincoln,
R.
I.,
where
he
has
a
The schools throughout thc town the beautiful floral tributes.
many stations involved, it would cost in this Ninth District will be held “probable cause” and held Breen for
$150,000. If atmospheric conditions in the Congregational Church, from the November grand jury. New evi- position as principal of Fairlawn liave begun with the following Mrs. Augusta Moon and family, Mr.
SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
School
in
that
town.
teachers: Harold Cobb, principal of and Mrs. Everett Fitzgerald. W. A. Moon.
are favorable, taps will be heard from 10.30 a. ni„ Sept. 24. State Federa- der.ee was presented after adjournWilson
E.
Moon
and
family,
Frank
Moon
George
Benner
of
North
WaldoHigh School; assistant teacher of
Boston, the echo from California and tion president. Mrs. Edna A. Hutch- ment, and upon motion of Frank A.
CLOSES SATURDAY, SEPT. 20
_______ ____
_ for the | boro has been at C. E. Overlook's the seniors and juniors, Mrs. A. F. Jones and family. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Shadie.
the re-echo from Meuse-Argonne ins, is guest of honor, music, read- [ Tirrell, associate
counsel
week Painting his buildings,
Cemetery at Romagne, France. ings, club reports. Members are j prosecution, the case was reopened !
of Portland; Etta Marriner, primary:
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Harland Ripley has secured cmploy- Hattie Wooster, Mountain school;
House-Sherman Inc., is installing the urged to avail themselves of this op and Breen was discharged. Ruben
/"J?®
J°neS °f
Lincolnvine' frow
sister. Cf"nh
necessary apparatus.
portunity to become better ac stein still stoutly maintains that there Ppprii,Jprnlnct
Pioject which is being built Ghent school; Miss Marjory Bridges waterman, to join the invisible ranks
quainted.
_____
_____ ____________
w.v Feeding
was
no „gambling
and that the „.
store
t
4i
x_.
i .
Of
great Grange above.
Regular Colors, per gallon,
as closed after Breen had completed in Lll)erty.
I of Ellsworth, North Searsmont.
$3.40
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
Always loyal to the highest Ideals and
An all radio service station, em- the business errand which took him Mr' and Mrs- Herbert Cunning-' C. C. Pinco and family have closed widi a word of kindness and good cheer
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Outside
White,
per
gallon,
$3.60
bracing testing, sendee and repairs there.
'
i hatn were visitors at the home of) their cottage and returned to their to all, we shall miss her. but
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
H<?r gentle ways and kindly smile
her
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
W.
'
home
in
New
Jersey.
in
your
own
home
any
where
in
At
above
prices
the
paint
comes
in
units
of
5
gallons.
As many
when
Are only lost to us awhile.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Light last Sunday.
I Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Cobb of Somewhere,
Knox County has been opened by
units may be had as desired
sometime, ’twill all bfr right
R. W. Tyler well known local radio Whereas, God ln hls all wise Provi • W. O. Luce ls in Portland this Portland and children were weekend And, so. till then, we will not say ‘‘Fare
Terms are Cash with the order, shipment to be made from Ware
METHYL BALM
well”
dence has again permitted the given week
____ .......
„„
v.. drawn Jurors ln guests of their parents. Hls father,
having
been
man
and service messengers
house, freight allowed on lots of 20 gallons.
,
, who
,
_has. ,a desk .....
death to enter our gates and
"o
But Just "Good-night.”
will bring almost instant relief?
Eben Cobb, and uncle, Herbert Cobb, Therefore, be it Resolved,
bench in Gonia S store in the New I take from our number Brother Albert \
u- s- District Court.
A scientifically compounded ex
the North
Bicknell at The Brook. Mr. Tyler v<g<'’
,
Mrs. Blanche M. Johnston has re-1 returned with them, the former will That
...... we -of.......
.... .. Haven Grange
».,K,ternal application that should be
Wili operate mostly out of his eV
aUaUe^brange^nd^rTh^UmL
fl'°m a trip 10 Canada and ')'’main ln Port’and for a Y!sit„ a"d
in every home. Sold only at
orari replacement
homont nnrte
------ - our ,heartfelt
---- the Provinces.
i then go on to Portsmouth, N. H., to That, as a token of our love and esand
parts, accessories 1 ly of the deceased
"syniand tubes will be carried in stock. P«'hy in their great affliction and lrre- Miss Martha Johnston will return visit his daughter, Mrs. E. Bliss ■
wp drape our charter for a period
Qervlee for the im-itcin- nnnmdir, parable loss. The members will not soon to her studies at Colby College next Marriner. Herbert Cobb is on his )pr™drtaupOn'our'1 record^ and’roples be
Johnston’s Drug Store
«.
HARDWARE
Service tor tne amateur operntois , for|,ct hls ambitious and obliging man73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
and short wave enthusiasts will in- ner. That while there are from time to week.
1 way to hls home in Chicago.
j sent to tne bereaved family and to The
456 Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
elude made to order receivers, trans- ,lme a brother or sister removed from
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlook and The Searsmont High School team j Courler-Oazette for publication.
ranks to Join the great army above
75 cents
mttters and power packs. The tele-1 our
Josephine Finley were tusiness call- won from Lfbcrty Saturday by a A,,“
Sampson®’ JuHn M BpveraKe'
we
bow
in
humble
submission
to
the
ntf
phone is Rockand 710.—adv.
ers in Rockland Saturday.
score of 18 to 3.
1 North Haven) Me., Sept. 13, 1930.
i wlll of our Supreme Commander.

On Sale Friday and Saturday
September 19 and 30

One lot Carsettes with under-belt; all sizes
value 1.59. Sale price .... .. .. .. .
$1.00
One lot Non-run Vests, Panties, Bloomers
and Step-ins (regular sizes only), value
value 69c. Sale price 59c ea.; two for $1.00
One lot Velvet Berets with ribbon bow;
colors black, navy, red and brown; value
59c. Sale price.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 39

Vesper A.
Leach
Specialty Store

Only a Few Days!

FALL SALE OF
MEN’S APPAREL

SUITS,

TOPCOATS, HATS, SWEATERS
UNDERWEAR, NECKWEAR

T5he Men’s Shop

NOTICE
Of Change of Time

THE MYRTLE CAFE

35c Dinners
a Specialty

Announcing!

FUEL OIL

Geo. H. Thomas Fuel Co.

Valentine House Paint

H. H. CRIE & CO.

I
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NO, I’M GOING TO SEE THE
MAN WHO SOLD ME MY WASHER.
IT WORKS FINE...BUT I
CANT GET THE CLOTHES
WHITE ENOUGH

GOOD MORNINQ,
MRS. GREEN.
GOING SHOPPING?

The■makers of th,
38 famous washers
recommend Rjnso

NEXT WASHDAY
YES...THOSE
WASHING MACHINE
DEALERS KNOW
WHAT THEY’RE
DOING WHEN
THEY RECOMMEND

I’M GLAD YOU STOPPED IN.
JUST LOOK AT THIS SNOWY
WASH. YOU WERE RIGHT
ABOUT RINSO LAST WEEK

ABC
Apex""" Beauty
'

Automatic
Barton
Bee-Vac
BI,■‘Kstone
Boss
Coffield
Conlon

Crystal
Decker

Eden
Edenette
Faultless
Cainadav
Haag*
Horton
E*undryette
t?,,D,dlT Queen
Meadow Lari
Meadows

Princess
Rotarex

Roto-Vcrso
Safety

®Pe<-d Queen
ounnysuds
Triplex
Universal

Voss

O^'w^Peed
One Minute
°nma

Dexter

'Vbirldry
’WWhirlpoo,
u oodroiy
Zenith

cw

THE GRANULATED SOAP

-WCSH. ,

Millions use Rinso
SOUTH HOPE
Miss Ada Ripley spent several
days with Miss Virginia Dunbar last
week.
South Hope Grange will have a
baked bean supper at their hall

w^sher and dishpan

n

Thursday night, from 6 to 7 o'clock. | Gladys Irvin and two brothers; These pocket-handkerchief golf
Price 25 and 15 cents. There will visited their sister Mrs. Blanche courses are bringing the game within
be a dance after the supper. Music Dunbar recently.
reasonable bounds. We expect t
by the Silver King orchestra.
I Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hastings at- j hear any day of a player who has
Mrs. Abbie Heal of Camden visited tended the funeral of Edmund made eighteen holes in one.—Boston
her aunt, Mrs. A. W. Heath
Hastings of Rockland.
I Transcript.

PRICES REDUCED,

but

Factory List Prices do not tell
the whole story
Here are our delivered prices in this city
for cars fully equipped
Oakland Eight

Pontiac Big Six
Sport Roadster.........................

$785

Sport Roadster ............................ $1035

Standard Coupe.......................... $785

Standard Coupe .......

$1035

Two-Door Sedan....................... $785

Two-Door Sedan

$1035

Sport Coupe................................. $845

Sport Coupe................................ $1095

Four-Door Sedan....................... <M5

Four-Door Sedan..................... $1135

Custom Sedan.........................

Custom Sedan............................. $1185

$905

......

These delivered prices include full equipment consisting of Bumpers, Lovejoy Hydraulic
Shock Absorbers, Spring Covers, Spare Tire and Tube and Tire Cover and Lock.
Consider the delivered price as well

as the list (f. o. b.) price when com
paring automobile values. OaklandPontiac delivered prices include only
authorized charges for freight and de
livery and the charge for any addi
tional accessories or financing desired.

When you compare our

delivered

prices with the delivered prices on
any other cars in the Pontiac and

Oakland fields, you will see that we
are offering you the greatest motor
-PRODUCTS

OF

GENERAL

car buying opportunity in years.
Prices of Pontiac Sixes and Oakland

Eights have been reduced to make way
for two new cars which the factory
will present this winter. These new
cars, while representing new models,
will remain practically unchanged in
appearance, size and design of engines.

Come in and select your car while we
have the body types you desire. Full
value for your old car taken in trade.

MOTORS

.

.

BODIES

BY

FISHER-

,Z'

A crew of over 20 men employed
by the New England Telephone
Company are working on the lines
in town this week.
Mrs. George Oliver is very ill.
Mrs. Abbie Meservey spent a few
days with her sister Mrs. E. V.
Townsend last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Georgette of
Pennsylvania visited relatives in
town recently.
Mrs. Ella Coggan has had several
ill turns recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Pettingill of Port
land are receiving congratulations on
the birth of a son, Bruce Elliott,
born Sept. 1.
Mrs. Myrtie Judkins and Mrs.
Charles Morton gave a supper and
bridge Tuesday evening in honor of
Mrs. A. R. Morton who is visiting
them.
Mrs. Muriel Hallowell who with
her daughter Constance has been
visiting her father has gone to Bos
ton where she will study Industrial
Management at Simmons College.
Constance will stay with her grandl parents.
Rev. and Mrs. J. R. House are
away on a trip.
Paul Plumer of New York and
Alice Plumer of Boston are guests of
their parents, Dr. and Mrs. H. H.
Plumer.
Mrs. Paul Jones Is visiting in
Pennsylvania.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Barker and
j daughter spent a few days in Addi
son recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kenniston are
visiting relatives in New Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sheppard are
staying at the Kenniston home dur
ing their absence.
Word has been received of tlje
marriage of Evelyn Matthews and
Philip Bryer. They will live in
Malden.
, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Merriam are
j on a vacation.
Miss Cora Hawes of Boston is at
her home.
B. P. Hilt of East Union has bought
I the Albert Mank farm through the
agency of M. R. Miller and will move
there soon. Albert Mank will move
to Union Common.
Mrs. L. T. Whitney and children
' who have been occupying the Batch
elder bungalow for the summer have
returned to Boston.
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. Church
are holding an all day meeting on
Thursday with Mrs. Mary Wallace.
A full attendance is requested. Basj ket lunch.
Carleton Mansfield who has been
with the General Electric Company of
Schenectady during the summer is
visiting his parents previous to his
return to the University of Michigan.
Mrs. C. J. Morton, Mrs. Adelbert
Morton and Mrs. L. Pearson left for
Boston Saturday.
j Mrs. Farris and Mrs. Robbins have
been asked to give teaching exercises
in reading at the Knox County Teach
ers' Convention, which is to be held
in Rockland Sept. 23. Nineteen pupils
of the seventh and second grades
must be taken to Rockland Tuesday
morning. Will any parents or frieids
who can arrange to take pupils kind
ly notify Mrs. Farris, Mrs. Robbins or
Supt. Rowe.
• • • *

Maine Boy

Amazes Mother
“My son's stomach was often upset
aBii he was very nervous," says Sirs.
Prod McCarthy, 74 Cumberland Ave
nue, Portland. "He was feverish and
his breath was bad. I found he was
constipated.
“My mother used California Fig
Syrup with us, so I decided1 to give
my boy some. It surely surprised me
to see how quickly it stopped his
feverishness, cleared his breath and
tongue, regulated his bowels; made
him a strong, energetic boy again.”
The quick, safe way to cleanse and
regulate the bowels of bilious, head
achy, constipated children is with
California Fig Syrup. Give it at the
first sign of bad breath, coated
tongue, listlessncss or feverishness.
Every child loves its rich, fruity
favor and it acts without griping or
discomfort. Appetite is increased by
its use; digestion is assisted; weak
stomach and bowels arc given tone
and strength.
For fifty years, doctors have en
dorsed this pure vegetable product.
The genuine is always marked by the
word California. Look for that when
buying or you may get an imitation.

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heal and son
Harold and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Heald and family were guests at a
dinner party given by Mr. and Mrs.
Marion Heald of Camden while they
were occupying a cottage at Fernald's,
Neck, Lake Megunticook.
Mr. and Mrs. U. E. Leach in com
pany with Mr. and Mrs. Donald Leach
of Rockland are on a motor trip to
Washington, D. C. and other places
of interest.
Miles Lamson is the guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lam
son.
Mrs. Amy Nutt entertainecr the
Tuesday Club Tuesday evening.
Two cars were in collision near the
residence of Harold Jones Tuesday.
One of the cars was damaged some
what.
At the morning service Sunday Rev.
Philip C. Hughey tendered his resig
nation to take effect Oct. 6. Much
regret is felt at having him called
away so soon for Mr. and Mrs.
Hughey have been untiring in their
efforts irj all the work of the church.
Also Mr. Hughey has given unstintingly of his time and talents in help
ing to build the new parsonage at
Rockport Village. It had been known
for some time that he had been
offered the position of assistant
pastor at Ruggles Street Baptist
Church in Boston, but all were hop
ing that he would remain with us and
enjoy the parsonage he has worked
so hard to see finished with a given
sum of money.
The fall meeting of the Lincoln
Baptist Association will be held with
this church.
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It is reported that H. B. Kaler of
Washington Village has lately pur
N..
°“chased the H. F. Evans place here,
owned by H. Place of North Whitefield.
Mrs. Maud Gleason of Litchfield
; called on friends here Sunday.
Donald Cunningham and parents
CALI FOR PM IA [ and W. A. Palmer were at Meguntii cook Lake Sunday. .
Simon Turner who is at work ini
LAXATIVE-TONIC for CHILDREN
Except Sunday
j Winthrop, was painfully injured by I
' the breaking of a tress-rope, which
NORTH HAVEN
flew back in his face. He was un
All North Haven wishes Col. Lind able to work for several days. ,
bergh the best of good times dur
ing his visit to the island.
Mr. and Mrs.. E. E. Whitney of
FROM ROCKLAND
Dover-Foxcroft with Mr. and Mrs.
cJfeamor
Gerry of Los Angeles. Calif., were |
guests at the home of Rev. and Mrs.
Beauties
who
guard
their
complexions
H. F. Huse Friday. Mr. and Mrs.
Gerry called upon friends in Vinal use MELLO-GLO Face Powder only. Freight and Passenger Service
___ on the “CAMDEN" or “BELhaven during the day. In the after Famous for purity—its coloring mat-Sail
noon Mr. and Mrs. Whitney were ter Is approved by the Government fast" any night except Sundav, at
taken on the Mill River trip. These The skin never looks pasty or flaky. 8 p m. Standard Time for Boston.
are four more who pay tribute to It spreads more smoothly and pro- Connections at Boston with direct
Steamer
North Haven as one of the most duces a youthful bloom. Made by a steamer to- New York.
beautiful of the many places they ne^ French process, MELIX)-GLO leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M. Standard
have visited in nation-wide travels. Face Powder stays on longer. Cor Time daily, except Monday, for Bar
From now on the Westport arrives ner Drug Store and all other good Harbor and intermediate landings.
Steamer leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M.
Sunday morning and does not return stores.
Standard Time daily, except Monday,
until Monday night.
STATE OF MAINE
for Brooklin and intermediate land
September
1030
Dr. Edgerton who has served the County of Knox. SS
Taken this second day of September A. P ings.
summer colony so successfully as 1930,
on execution dated the twenty-ninth day
physician since June 15 returned to of August A. P. 1930. issued on a judgment Steamers “BELFAST” or "CAM
rendered by the IPollce Court for the City of DEN" sail daily except Monday at 5
Baltimore Tuesday.
at a term thereof begun and held A. M. Standard Time for Camden,
Arthur Woodman, son of Dr. Rockland,
on the first Tuesday of .pigust. A. P. 1930,
Daniel Woodman left Saturday for to wit, on tho fifth day of August A. D. 1930, Belfast, Bucksport, .and Bangor.
Automobiles Carried
Eoston where he enters Boston Uni in favor of Robert U. Collins, as he Is
Ye Greene Arbour
collector of taxes therein for the year 1929 For reservations apply Wharf Office
versity
to
complete
his
preparation
A bridge party was given by Mrs.
against William J. Perry of Stockland, for
dollars and ten cents debt or damage
Bessie Stevenson in honor of Mrs before taking up his medical studies thirty
and nine dollars and seventy cents for costs
later.
Esther Morton Wednesday. Three
of suit, and the least undivided fractional part
r •
The showers of the past few days thereof that any person bidding will take and
tables were in play. Afternoon tea
« fb / ra f f flOR
have
relieved
the
fire
menace
due
pay
the
amount
due
on
the
execution
with
all
®
f
•«
"
r
*
*
**
V"
was served.
necessary charges of sale, will he sold at
Mrs. Fred Whitcomb of New York to fields of dry grass.
T
public auction, at the office of Christopher^
Emery Wooster has gone to Orono S. Roberts. 16 School Street, in said 'Rock
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Fred v arter
to the highest bidder on the seventeenth
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
and Miss Mabel Pillsbur’' at dinner where he has entered the freshman land,
of October A. P. 1930 at 2.00 o’clock in
class of the University of Maine. day
STEAMBOAT CO.
here Sunday.
the afternoon the following described real j
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
.decent guests were Miss Alice C Parker Stone. Jr., has also entered estate situated in said City of Rockland, to i
Eastern
Standard Tima
wit. a lot of land, dwelling house and barn 1
George. Thomaston. Mr ard Mrs. the same class.
Vinalhaven Line
Street..
Harold* Wooster left Monday at No. 22 Lisle
Manfred Humphrey. Mrs. Rinnie An
Steamer
leaves
Vinalhaven
CHARLES A. CAVANAUGH.
Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 I’. M. Arriv
drews, Tenant's Harbor; Mrs Charles morning for Portland to take exami lOfi-Th-112
Deputy Sheriff
ing aLRockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
Ross, Springfield. Mass • Mr. and nations looking to entrance into the
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. C. E. Morse", Rockland: Mrs. W. U. S. Army aviation service. North County of Knox, SS. September 2nd. 1930. 3.30 p. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at
A. M. and 4.50 P. M.
E. Buck. Randolph. Mass - Mr and Haven wishes all these young men Taken this second day of September A. P. 10.50
* Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
1930 on execution dated the twenty-ninth day
Mrs. J. H. Strong. Braintree, Mass.: the best of success.
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 6.00 A. M.,
of August A. P. 1930. Issued on a judgment
Miss Georgia Speer, daughter of rendered by the Police Court for the City of Stonington 6.55, North Haven 7.50, due to ar
Mr. and Mrs. Meehan. New York
rive at Rockland at 9.00 A. M. Returning,
Everett E. Speer, is teaching at Rockland, at a term begun and held on the leaves
City; James Felle. Boston, Mass.
Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 3.00,
Tuesday of August A. P. 1930, to wit. on
North Warren. Miss Speer is a first
the fifth day of August A. P. 1930 In favor of Stonington at 4.00, due to arrive at Swan’s
Island
about 5.00 I’. M.
graduate
of
Gorham
Normal
School.
Robert
U.
Collins,
as
he
is
collector
of
taxes
EAST UNION
B. H. STLVSON. General Agent
therein for the year 1929 against Lina Carr 7f-tf
Many repairs and alterations are for
Mrs. Mattie < Going > Norton and
fifty-five dollars and ninety cents debt or
daughter have been recent guests of in progress upon summer houses. damage and nine dollars and seventy cents
Dormer windows are being put in cost of suit, an. dthe least undivided frac
Miss Annie Going.
tional part thereof that any person bidding
Miss Myrtle Haskell of New York the house of Mr. Hellens, and the will take and pay the amount due on the exe
and sister Mrs. Clara French of Cam Harding house recently purchased by cution with all necessary charges of sale, will
be sold at public auction at the office of
den were callers on old friends here Mr. Burr.
S. Roberts, 16 School Street, In
Work upon the Pulpit Harbor Christopher
recently.
said Rockland, to the highest bidder on the
Let us renew your Hat with our
Mrs. Mina Rines of Warren accom Church is completed. Everyone we- seventeenth da yof October A. P. 1930, at 2.00
modern Hoffman!
in the afternoon the following described
panied by Mrs. May Robbins made an ! joices in the fine appearance of the o'clock
estate situated hi said City of Rock
old church. The old rusted weather- real
auto trip to this place Friday.
land. to wit, land, dwelling house and barn
Straws, Felts, Panamas
Mrs. Bertha Smith of Wollaston, vane is removed and the tower-top at No. 54 Willow Street.
Cleaned and Reblocked
Mass., was called here by the death painted white enhancing to boaj- 106-Th-112 CHARLES A. CAVANAUGH.
Deputy Sheriff.
raan the usefulness of the tower as
of her brother Charles Lothrop.
PROMPT SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Dornan accom a landmark. The committee in
STATE OF MAINE
panied by Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Payson charg^ of these repairs has been County of Knox. KS. September 2nd, 1930.
' Mrs. Eunice Brown, chairman, Miss Taken this second day of September A. P.
motored to Bingham Sunday.
PHILIP SULIDES
1930 on execution dated the twenty-ninth
j Blanche Cushing and Mrs. Hanson day
of August A. P. 1930. Issued on a judg
Charles M. Lothrop
T. Crockett. North Haven is in ment rendered by the Police Court for the City Main St., Opp. Strand Theatre
Charles M. Lothrop who died at the debted to this committee for what it of Rockland, at a term thereof begun and
56then58Th-ttf
home of his sister Mrs. Rebecca Davis has done and especially to Mrs. held on the first Tuesday of August A. P.
1930,
to
wit,
on
the
fifth
day
of
August
in East Union Sept. 7th was born 68 Brown for her initiative in the project A. P. 1930 in favor of Robert T. Collins, as jafarejzrarerafajzfEJzrzjzjzrgJzj^
years ago in the house where he died. and enterprise in the canvass for he is collector of taxes therein for the year
He had resided in Massachusetts for funds. The cost of repairs approxi 1929 against Fred I. Lurvey for thirty-one
Satisfaction for
dollars and eighteen cents debt or damage and
a number of years in the employ of mates $600.
LIVE POULTRY and EGG
nine dollars and seventy cents costs of suit,
the General Electric Plant in Lynn
SHIPPERS
Limerock Valley Pomona held suc and the least undilded fractional part there
Owing to ill health he came back to cessful all day sessions at the towm of that any person bidding will take nnd pay If you want the best selling the market
the amount due thereon with all necessary
his home town about one year ago. ] hall Saturday. Tire address of wel charges of sale, will be sold at public auction, affords, ship to
where he derived much comfort and come was given by Master Hanson at tiie office of Christopher S. Roberts. 16
Street, In said Rockland, to the high
W. F. WYMAN & C?O.
happiness during his feeble health, T. Crockett. Eight were Initiated School
bidder on the seventeenth day of October
being kindly cared for by those into Pomona. Visiting delegates est
4 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.
A. D. 1930 at 2.00 o'clock in the afternoon the
around him. Funeral services were came on the Castine, arriving at 10 following described real estate situated in Our guarantee—top market prices, prompt
City of Rockland, to wit. lot of land and returns at all times. For twenty years we
held Wednesday afternoon Rev. C. H. and leaving at 4.30. In the open said
at No. 22 McLoud 'Street.
have been rendering better service to our
Seliger officiating. There were many session the question was discussed: dwelling houseCHARLES
A. CAVANAUGH.
shippers. Testimonials. Quotations and tags
Deputy Sheriff.
pretty floral offerings. Especially What can a sheep owner do to keep 106-Th-112
furnished on request. nescience: r'euemi
National' Bank.
82-Th-tf
noticeable was the neighborhood dogs from killing his sheep? There
PETITION
l spray testifying to the high esteem in seemed to be two answers. Eliminate To the Honorable Municipal Officers of
City of Rockland, Maine.
which Mr. Lothrop was held by the the dog where there is sheep rais theThe
Central Maine Power Company a
community. He is survived by the ing or shoot the dog before he gets corporation
duly organized under the
following brothers and sisters—Mrs. at the sheep.
laws of Maine, and authorized to trans
mit
and
distribute
electricity in the
Emma Gilchrest of Fall River. Mrs.
City of Rockland, in accordance with
Bertha Smith of Wollaston, Mass.,
We will magnamimously refrain the general statutes relating to that
Mrs. Rebecca Davis of this place, Wil from blaming the G.O.P. for the un-_ business hereby petitions your Honor
able Board to grant it permission In ac
bert Lothrop of Hartford, Conn., Fred, employment in England.—Weston cordance
with the law to erect and
who resides in Chicago, and Will of (Ore.) Leader.
maintain poles with crossarms carry
Since 1840 this Arm has
ing wires over and along the following
South Hope. Interment was made
faithfully served the families
named highways:
in the family lot in East Union ceme
of Knox County
One pole location on the northwest
tery.
Make dresses
corner of Willow and Union Streets.

FIG SYRUP

Daily Service

Beautiful Women
Use Mello-Gio

BOSTON

NEW HATS FOR OLD

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
LADY ATTENDANT

C. W. HOPKINS
65 limerock street

ES

ROCKLAND, MAINE

The increased popularity of Pontiac Sixes and Oakland Eights, together with an extensive expansion
program, presents an excellent business opportunity for aggressive dealers in some desirable
♦ territories. If you are interested, write the Oakland Motor Car Company, Pontiac, Michigan

SOMERVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Asher Shorey and
daughter Miss Ruby Tobey of Albion
were Tuesday visitors at the home
of F. A. Turner.
Miss Ruby McDonald, who has j
been working in Hallowell, is at
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Turner, in
structors at Cony High School, Au
gusta, passed the weekend at their
home here.
E. H. Philbrick of Rockland was J
a recent business visitor in town.
Herbert Caswell of Windsor was
threshing grain here last week.
With the •uncressional camaitrns at
last getting under way, we shall have
still another form of endurance con

tests—fence-sitting.—Virginia-Pilot.

bright as new)
DIAMOND DYES are easy to

use; go on smoothly and evenly;
NEW. Never a trace of that re
dyed look when Diamond Dyes arc
used. Just true, even, new colors
that hold their own through the
hardest wear and washing.
Diamond Dyes owe their superi
ority to the abundance of pure
anilines they contain. Cost more
to make. Surely. But you pay no
more for them. All drug stores—
15c.

DiamondoQyes
Highest Quality for SO Years

Rockland. Maine.
Tai. Day 450 ;
781-1
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
AMBULANCE SERVICE
By H P. BLODGETT
August 28, 1930.
NOTICE
Rockland. Maine, September 11, 1930
In City Council.
Upon the foregoing petition it is
ROCKLAND, ME.
ordered that notice thereof be given by
publishing a copy of said petition with
this order thereon In The Courier-Ga
zette. a newspaper published in said
City of Rockland, that a hearing there
on will be given at the City Council
Room. City Building, on the sixth day of
Dentist
October. 1930. at 7.30 o’clock in the
ROCKLAND, ME.
afternoon, at which time and place, 302 MAIN ST.
iresidents and owners of property upon
Telephone
915-M
the streets to be affected by the grant
ing of said permit applied for. and all
83tf
persons Interested, shall have full op
portunity to show cause why such per
mit should not be granted, the last
publication of said notice to be at least
fourteen (14) days before said hearing.
Osteopathic Physician
Per order of the Municipal Officers.
A true copy of petition and notice there

BURPEE’S

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS

in.

Attest:
111-112

400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

E. R. KEENE.
City Clerk,

Telephones 1296; Rasidanos

Hl-M ,

Every-Other-Day

Aspirin

GENUINE Bayer Aspirin has been
proved safe by millions of users for
over thirty years. Thousands of
doctors prescribe it. It does not de
press the heart. Promptly relieves
Headaches
Neuritis
Colds
Neuralgia

Sore Throat
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I.umbago

Rheumatism
Toothache
Leaves no harmful after-effects.
For your own protection insist on
the package with the name Bayer
and the word genuine as pictured
above.
Aspirin is the trade-mark of Bayer
manufacture of monoaceticacidester
of salicylicacid.
There are no speakeasies in Russia,
it is said. Tills is due to the fact that
names of the Russian drinks are so
hard to pronounce.—Arizona Record.

to be held in Rockland at the Con
gregational Church Sept. 24.
Miss Etta M. Glidden of Boston has I Miss Faye M. Keene, who has
been the guest of her brother E. A. passed the summer at her home here,
has returned to New York.
Glidden.
James Augustus Mank, 91, died at
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Mayo and family his home in Nobleboro Sept. 4. With
have returned to Greenwich. Conn.
the exception of a short time in his
Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Harding boyhood passed in Washington he
of Aina have been in town.
had been a resident of Noblebo'o
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Richards where he was highly respected. Mr.
are the parents of a daughter born ' Nash was a Civil War Veteran be
Sept. 13.
longing to the 20th Maine Regiment
Mrs. I. G. Reed and Miss Bessie aftd was a member of Charles Keizer
Reed have been occupying the I Post, G.A.R. of Waldoboro. He leaves
Vannah cottage at Martin’s Point.
a widow, Mrs. Mahala Nash, two
A. L. Chapman of Waltham, Mass.,’ daughters, Mrs. Alice Simmons of
is visiting Mrs. Verna Orff.
Nobleboro and Mrs. Nettie Brann of
Miss Dora I. Gay returned to Bos Cooper's Mills, a son Hudson Nash of
ton Tuesday accompanied by Miss Nobleboro and several grandchildren
Edith Levensaler who returned and great-grandchildren. Funeral
Thursday.
services were held at his late home
Dr. and Mrs. W. P. Butman and Sept. 6 with Rev. James McKillops
family have closed their camp at as the officiating clergyman.
Martin's Point and returned to New- ,
ton. Mass.
BURKETTVILLE
Prof. Harvey B. Lovell has returned
to Louisville, Kentucky after passing
his vacation with his parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thurston of
Mrs. John H. Lovell.
Rome, N. Y„ are here for a visit
Mrs. Benjamin Reed and sons have among relatives.
returned to Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Esancy of
John Palmer is visiting his nephew South Hope were calling on friends
in North Adams, Mass.
John R. Cooney, Carroll Cooney and here recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Linscott and
Robert Cooney, who have passed the
summer recess here, have resumed family spent Sunday at Walter
Calderwood's, Union.
their studies at Phillips-Exeter.
Raymond Pease who has employ
The Thursday afternoon meetings
of the Ladies' Sewing Circle of the ment in Bangor, was here for a few
Baptist Church, which have been dis days the past week.
continued since the annual fair, com
Mr. and Mrs. Fess Hannon have
mence with this week and will con moved to Union.
tinue through the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cullinan and
A Child Health Conference will be
Myrtle Cullinan motored to
held in the Baptist Church Friday Mrs.
Massachusetts last Tuesday return
afternoon from two till four o’clock ing
Wednesday.
for children under six years of age
Mrs. Edna Miller has been enter
A delegation from the Woman’s
Club wil! attend the meeting of the taining relatives from Massachu
District Federation of Women’s Clubs setts.

WALDOBORO

Tinnouncinq.

Studebakers
new Dictator EicjJit
lower prices
•••plus
7^ee

-whee/inq.

OTORDOM’S biggest surprise

in

1930 is Studebaker's introduction
M
of Free Wheeling with positive gear

control.
Today’s biggest surprise is the unex
pected application of Free Wheeling to
the one Studebaker Eight that seemed
too low-priced to command it.
Free Wheeling, with positive gear
control . . . until now obtainable only
in the President and Commander
Eights ... is today offered in a new
Dictator Eight at a new low price!
Now, with greater power and exqui
site new beauty, the Dictator Eight is
more than ever first of all Eights at its
price. And it tops the great records it has
piled up for economy of operation with
the super-economy of Free Wheeling.

Free Wheeling means the harnessing
of momentum and the consequent sav
ing of 12% to 20% in gas and oil con
sumption. Free Wheeling delivers five
miles and charges for four . . . your en
gine has “worked”only 8,000 miles when
it has travelled 10,000 miles. Chassis
wear is reduced. Tire life is lengthened.

You can shift from high to second,
back and forth, at 40—50 miles an
hour and never touch the clutch.
Yet, with Free Wheeling, under
positive gear control, the braking
power of your engine is always avail
able—so surely and instantaneously
that Public Safety Commissioners have
pronounced it a distinct contribution
to safety.
See this new Dictator Eight, shown
today for the first time. Drive it. Ex
perience the thrill of Free Wheeling.
Studebaker considers this new Eight
with Free Wheeling a Crowning triumph
of its 78 progressive years.

$1150
FOUR DOOR SEDAN
at the factory

Note the Features
of this New Studebaker Eight
with Free Wheeling

Seasoned straight eight engine de
veloping 8i horsepower. Nine-bear
ing crankshaft. Duplex carburetor
with carburetor silencer. Dual mani
fold. Aluminum alloy pistons. Full
power muffler. Air cleaner. Lanchester vibration damper. Auto
matic thermostat on generator
controls battery charging. Thermo
static control of engine cooling.
Timken bearings. Duo-Servo im
proved four-wheel brakes. Adjust
able steering column and front seat.
Safety steel core, 3-spoke steering
wheel. Double-drop frame, extra
strong. Insulated toe board. Fender
lights and all plating of tarnishproof chromium. Le Modem bump
ers. Hydraulic shock absorbers.
Fuel pump. Gasoline filter. Drive
40 miles per hour when NEW.
Drain oil only every 2500 miles.

New Low Prices
Sedan for five, four-door #1150
Coupe for two
... 1095
Coupe for four . . . 1150
Regal Sedan for five* . 1250
*(Six wire wheels and luggage grid)

All prices at the factory

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
Park and Union Streets

Rockiand

Tel. 700

ARE BOTH RESTORED
WARREN
Recent guests at the Baptist par
sonage were Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Frank H, Varney and His
Kilborn of Thomaston, and Rev.
Wife Regain Their Health
Helen Carlson of Owl’s Head.
The Sunday morning topic at the
Through
Sargon
Baptist Church will be “Marked." In
the evening Mr. Purrlngton will talk
on "A Robber." At the Wednesday “My wife was so remarkably
evening meeting which will be a strengthened and so completely re
special service the subject will be lieved of nervous indigestion by Sar
“My Wish for You.”
gon and was so enthusiastic over
Mrs. Mary Montgomery, Frank
Montgomery and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Gordon motored to Bristol, ^onn.,
Monday, called by the death of Mr. I
Montgomery’s aunt.
Miss Ida j
Stevens will keep house for the
Montgomerys during their absence, j
Mrs. M. Mason, Mrs. John Me- j
Guire, Roscoe Ackley and cousinI
Irvin of Cutler, were overnight
guests of relatives here Saturday, j
Mrs. Pearl Hilton accompanied them
on their return to Cutler Sunday
where she will make a visit of three
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Young and j
family of Freeport were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sim
mons.
Mr. and Mrs. Burdean Simmons
had as their guests Sunday Mrs.
Amanda Carroll and John Carroll
of Washington and Clifton Carroll
and Minot Little of New Harbor.
Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Mrs. Edward
Seavey, Mrs. Mansfield Robinson,
Mrs. Boyd Caler, Mrs. Thomas Cope
land and Mrs. Alice Gordon attend
ed the convention of the Maine
branch of the national order of the
King's Daughters held at Pittston
today.
FRANK H. VARNEY
Miss Lillias Kenniston, Miss Mil
dred Spear and Miss Annie Starrett
are attending Mrs. Sargent’s Busi
Sargon Soft Mass Pills, that I de
ness College at Rockland.
Miss Barbara Wiggin has joined eded to try them for stubborn constithe faculty of the Bath High School. jation. It's the only treatment I
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dunn of ;ver used that regulated my bowels
Thomaston, accompanied by - Mrs. vith lasting effect. The two mediJohn Robinson motored to Portland :ines together have meant new and
Monday.
health for both of us,”—
Elmer E. Watts of Roxbury. Mass., iplendid
•’rank H. Varney, No. 1 Congress
is spending a few days with rela ?ark, Portland, Maine.
tives here.
Sargon may be obtained in RockReaders, take notice how much and
at The Corner Drug Store, Inc.
better the print is in The Courier- —adv.
111-lt
Gazette.
Several went from here to Jeffer
ORFF’S CORNER
son Lake recently where a picnic was
enjoyed. One special feature was
the ride on the lake in the “Fresh Miss Ruth Orff of Lawrence, Mass.,
Air Taxi." Those present were Mr. and Miss Mabel Borneman of Salem,
and Mrs. W. H. Robinson, Mr. and N. H. who have been guests of Mrs.
Mrs. N. W. Eugley, Mrs. Laura Star Amber Childs returned home Tuesday
rett. Mrs. Forrest Spear, Miss Susie Mrs. Laura Leonard who has been
Hahn and Miss Harriet Hahn of employed at Sunset Lodge Camps in
Warren, and Miss Adelaide Holt and Jefferson has returned home.
Lewis Sawyer of Rockport.
Mrs. Clifton Berry and daughters
Mrs. Kenneth Thompson of Madelyn and Anna of Newcastle spent
Friendship spent several days last Sunday with Mrs. Annie Orff at Har
week with her mother, Mrs. Susie old Achorn's.
Philbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. Vellie Weaver and
Mrs. John Robinson joined the daughter Frances and Mr. and Mrs.
Sleeper Class picnic held at the home W. A. Jackson were in Farmington
of Mrs. Richard Snow, Rockland Sunday.
Wednesday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Earle of Auburn
The name of Mrs. W. H. Robinson
was omitted from those who attended spent Saturday and Sunday at P. R.
the New England boiled dinner at Ludwig’s.
The many friends of Mrs. Lilia
the home of Nathaniel Andrews at
Thomaston Friday. Mrs. Robinson Webber are pleased to know she is
was hostess with her sister, Miss recovering from an appendicitis op
eration performed Wednesday night
Mary Wyllie.
Miss Susie Hahn spent Monday at at Knox Hospital.
Leonard Stetson and Karl Stetson
Waldoboro guest of Mrs. Myrtle
and son of Thomaston were Sunday
Booth.
The eight ladies, Mrs. Olive Brasier callers at Kenneth Elwell's.
Mrs. Addie Achorn, accompanied by
of Thomaston. Mrs. Charles Young.
Mrs. Boyd Caler, Miss Flora Fish, Mrs. Henry Meyer, Mrs. Elmer Smith,
Mrs. Thomas Copeland and Mrs. Mrs. Leon Achorn and Mildred
Alice Gordon, Mrs. Susie Philbrook
and Mrs. Herbert Waltz and the
one gentleman. J. M. Hart, had such
a good time at the Vannah cottage
at Martin's Point that they wished
to tell some of the happenings of
the week’s stay. Two, Mrs. Waltz
and Mrs. Caler, did not stay the en
tire time however. The group was
pleased to have the opportunity to
visit Dr. Randall Condon at his log
cabin and see his many souvenirs
from all over the United States and
abroad. They were invited out to
lunch and went to a birthday party
given by the post mistress.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Swift of
Thomaston spent Monday with Mrs
Abbie Stetson and Miss Mildred
Stetson.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jameson and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waltz recently
enjoyed a trip to Fairfield, Lakewood and Bingham.
The State crew are blasting on the
Camden road.
Miss Lillian Russell has resumed
teaching in Boston.
There will be a Rebekah picnic
supper Monday night. A regular
meeting and election of officers will
follow.

0-1056

General Motors now offers

this outstanding value!

frigidaire

Porcelain'On'Steel...inside and out
only

SPECIAL
TERMS
Small down payment
~a little each month

KILLS RATS AND MICE
WITHOUT POISON
K-R-0 (Kills Rats Only), the
largest selling exterminator in Amer
ica, won’t harm dogs, cats or poultry.
The first successful product to use
squill, an ingredient recommended by
U. S. Government as sure death to
rats and mice but harmless to any
thing else. K-R-0 destroyed 578
rats over night on the Arkansas
State Farm. Sold by all druggists
on a money back guarantee.

•157

CASH PRICE
F.O.B. Dayton

Think of it! Frigidaire at a price like this—a
Frigidaire in Porcelain-on-steel.
And a demonstration of the new G-3 makes
this low price seem even more surprising. For
here is the extra-powerful, time-proved Frigidaire
mechanical unit. Here is the new, accessible, ex
terior ’’Cold Control.” Here are elevated shelves
with 4 *4 square feet of food storage space. Here
are rounded corners and quality construction
throughout.
In addition to the new G-3 Frigidaire, we also
offer three larger models in glacier-gray Porce
lain-on-steel — all priced proportionately low;
Model G-4 with 6 square feet of food storage
space, $167.50. Model G-5 with 8 square feet of
food storage space, $185. Model G-6 with 9
square feet of food storage space, $210. (All
prices f.o.b. Dayton, Ohio.)
See these latest achievements of Frigidaire and
General Motors engineers. See for yourself the
values you areoffered at these revolutionary prices.

Call at your first opportunity
ROY H. GENTHNER
Frigidaire Dealer for Knax and Lineoln Counties

Waldoboro, Maine
Telephone Damariscotta 105-4
ALBERT C. JONES, In Charge of Rockland Territory
Rockland, Maine
Telephone 710
509-513 Main Street
ASSOCIATE DEALERS
A. T. Norwood Sons, Warren
Ernest Rawley, Tenant's Ilarbor

C. E. Marriner, Camden
Gorden & Lovejoy, Union

Meyer, returned Monday to Dor
chester where she will spend the
winter.
Geraldine Porter, Louise Leonard,
Robert Tisdale and Harry Tisdale
entered High School. Howard Tisdale
began his second year, Alfred and

The

CLARRYHILL
Mr. and Mrs. Justus Colby of
Brockton, Mass., were recent guests
of his mother, Mrs. A. K. Jackson.
Mrs. Sarah Jameson spent Sunday
at the home of her brother, Norrington Sidelinger, in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Stillman Whitney of
North Warren visited relatives here
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Feyler, son
Raymond, Frank Jameson, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Calderwood and Miss
Laura Calderwood visited the Wy
man Dam in Bingham Sunday.
Everett Lamont spent the week
end and Labor Day with friends in
Charleston and Bangor.
Mrs. Ralph Wiggin and daughter
of Rockland visited at the home of
her aunt, Mrs. Emma Jackson, re
cently.
Mrs. Margaret Pond of Union
spent a day with Mrs. A. K. Jackson recently.
Fred Thorndike of Rockland
called on relatives here Sunday.
Miss Augusta Ross returned to her
home in Union Saturday after
spending a few days here the guest
of friends.
A. K. Jackson spent a few days in
Portland recently.
Foster Mank and family of North
Waldoboro visited relatives here
Sunday.

in

W. S. Bowden, Cooper's Mills
Kelsey's Garage, South Bristol

Carleton Jackson their third year and
Richard Ralph his third year at Lincoin Academy.
School began Sept. 8 with Percy
R. Ludwig as teacher.
The ladles of the farm bureau met
with Mrs. Albert Elwell Wednesday

for an all day meeting. The subject
I was basketry.
There were 16 farm bureau members and friends from this place who
went on the Annual Farm Bureau
Tour Sept. 3. The day was one of
pleasure and profit.

BANNER

I S E BIRD

picks

BANNER

because •••
The proper

High anli-knoek value.

amount of low boiling points in this new Socony

Banner is made only from those crude oils

Gasoline gives quickest starting - saves your

which have a natural high anti knock

battery.

value.

Quickest Skirling.

liiMljinf |»ii*k-iig>.

The intermedi

Freedom from gum.

The new

ate range of boiling points in this new Socony

Socony is gum free. The annoyance and expense

Gasoline gives you the quickest pick-up.

resulting from gum-sticking valves and other
/

Added power. The

parts are entirely absent.

proper percent

age of power-producing boiling points in this

new Socony Gasoline gives additional power
which you are sure to feel the first time you try

4

SOCONY TOURING SERVICE, 26 Broadway, New York City

Banner.

I am touring from..............................................................................

Maximum niileuge and
e<*OII4»my. The exacting range of boiling

to...................................................Please send me road information.
NAME........... ........................................ STREET.......................................................

points in this new Socony Gasoline gives you
more mileage at less cost because it burns clean

CITY.........................................................STATE.........................................................

with the minimum of carbon and dilution.

No esilra cost. Try it.
STANDARD

OIL

COMPANY

OF

NEW

YORK

NORTH APPLETON

Every-Other-Day
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way with steam shovel, trucks and
hand labor all doing their part tow ard
the desired goal.
Frank Cullinan was in Massachu
setts last week for a few days, mak
ing the trip with his brother George.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip H. Rolfe and
son Clarence Rolfe, of West Bethel
spent the weekend with Mrs. Ellen
Conant, returning to their home
Monday.

THOMASTON

Wanted

In Everybody’s Column

ROCKPORT

All the Natural Fragrance
Mrs. R. D. Seavey is the house guest Douglass Bisbee, Jr., who has been
Among the different speakers who
of her niece, Miss Hortense Wilson, confined to his bed on account of ill
will be listened to with pleasure next
for a week.
ness for several weeks is now able to
Sunday afternoon. Sept. 21, at the
Gluyas Williams and family were be about the house. Tills is certainly
Pentecostal Assembly at Appleton will
guests Tuesday night at the Knox gratifying news to his many friends.
be Mrs. Luvie Dillingham of Newberg.
Hotel, enroute to their home in Bos Mrs. Hattie Gregory of Glencove
Mrs. Dillingham is a speaker of rare
ton.
was a visitor at the Grammar School
talent and ability, as many who have
Gerald Towle, archaeologist, of An Tuesday.
heard her are glad to testify. Pre
dover, Mass., is spending a few days Byron Rider is employed by the
ceding the afternoon service a bap
at the Knox Hotel. He is doing field Portland Press Herald as local de
tism will be held at Sennebec Pond,
PORT
CLYDE
work in Union.
livery boy, entering upon his duties
eastern shore.
Leon Leighton of the Knox Hotel this week.
Mrs. Arthur Dougherty and little
James Wilson is spending a few was elected one of the field secre
Ray Easton of Rockland is moving
son of Camden are guests of her
taries of the Hotel Greeters' Associa his family into the Libby house on
grandmother Mrs. Jennie Waterman. weeks in New York.
Forest Davis is having a gasoline tion at the annual meeting held re Amesbury street.
Mrs. L. J. Edgecomb was in Rock
cently. This puts Thomaston on ihe Regular meeting of Harbor Light
land recently at the offlce of Dr. tank installed at his wharf.
“Fresh from the Gardens”
William Ellingwood for treatment.
Chapter O.E.S. was held Tuesday eve
Mrs. Molly Seavey and daughter map.
Edward P. Lingham who with his ning. preceded by a picnic supper
Mrs. Adella Martin of Appleton is j Esther spent Saturday and Sunday
family are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. under the direction of Mrs. Mae King.
In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags
visiting at the home of Bernard Pit in Glenmere.
801
Walter Strout is in New York on Mrs. Lucy Stevenson and Mrs. Ora
man.
! Mrs. Nora Clark of Tenant's Harbor business.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Page of Bos spent Sunday with Mrs. Maud
Burns. An invitation was extended
Russell Davis left Tuesday for Beach Chapter of Lincolnville and Ivyton have been in town for a week Anthony.
Hartford, Conn., in his ambulance Chapter of Warren to meet with
guests of her mother, Mrs. J. A.
Mrs. Carlos Davis and son are conveying an invalid lady from Port them on the evening of Oct. 7 when
EAST WALDOBORO
VINALHAVEN
Waterman.
Eddie Edgecomb has completed his 'spending a few weeks in Stonington, j Clyde to Hartford. They are making a banquet will be served at 6.30 fol
Miss Lila McLeod of Boston was the
frequent stops at wayside inns for lowed by Initiation.
Louise Libby o, Wollaston, Mass., weekend guest of her brother Russell
season's work in Rockland at the . Conn.
Samoset and has gone to Presque ! Mrs. Franklin Trussell has returned J refreshments and are finding excel Earle Dow is enjoying a vacation is teaching grades 1 and 2 in the McLeod and family.
lent entertainment.
Mr. Davis from his duties as local correspondent White School house this term, sub- Mrs. Maud Butler of Massachusetts
Isle where he expects work for a few from a visit in Thomaston.
Mrs. Rose Davis has returned from brought the lady to Port Clyde two for
weeks.
stituting for Cora Crabtree.
has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
the Portland Press Herald.
years ago.
George Butler was in Belfast a visit in Wollaston.
Dorothy Stone of North Haven is j Ethel Hanna,
Improvements have begun on the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Seavey
spent
the
j
Charles
Smith
and
family
and
recently on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred N. Mank attendproperty recently purchased by Mrs teaching music in the schools.
Enoch Clark and family spent Sun Edward W. Bok on the easterly side
Elmer Cunningham sustained quite weekend in New Hampshire.
Doris Stordahl left Monday for ed a K. of P. picnic Sunday at HawMiss
Alma
Seavey
is
attending
day
in
Pemaquid.
a severe cut on the right wrist last
*
the harbor, the former Richards Rockland to enter Rockland Bust- thorne's Point.
Miss Barbara Elliot has entered of
Friday, necessitating a trip to Cam business college in Rockland.
Mrs. Joseph Glaude was the guest
house having been razed to the ness College.
Mrs.
Sarah
Seavey
is
visiting
Oak
Grove
Seminary
at
Vassalboro.
den where the wound was dressed by
Mrs. Ira Smith left Monday for of relatives In Union Thursday.
friends in Thomaston.
Capt. and Mrs. Reddington Rob ground. The work was done by J Boston.
Dr. Green.
School began Monday Sept, 8, with
Carleton Davis. It is understopd that
Tlie
birthday
of
Edwin
Hooper
was
bins
opened
their
new
home
on
Glea
Frank S. Meservey has recently
other improvements are to be made in, Thad C. Carver and Miss Hattie Miss Florence Creamer of West Walcelebrated
by
a
dinner
given
by
Mr.
son
street
to
the
members
of
May

moved a building on which he is mak
Bthlinger left Wednesday for his doboro as teacher.
future.
ing repairs, intending to use the same and Mrs. Fred Seavey Thursde.y flower Temple, Pythian Sisters; 21 theA near
New England boiled dinner was home in Pratt, Kansas. Mr. Carver Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Smith of Portnight.
The
following
were
present:
attended
and
were
given
a
fine
re

when completed as a garage.
the feature of the Monday night has spent the summer months at his land were weekend guests of Mrs.
Austin J. Simmons spent the week Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Hooper. Mr. and ception. The entertainment of read meeting of the Nitsumsosum Club home on Carver street, during which Smith's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. I..
Mrs.
Fred
Hooper,
children
Wilfred.
ings
and
music
was
varied
by
stories
end in Rockport with relatives.
time he entertained friends with Flanders. Her mother accompanied
Valorous Edgecomb is at present Clarence and Linwood. Lillian Cowie told by Capt. Robbins of his visit to held at the home of Mrs. Marion sails on board his yacht Marjoho them home for a week's visit,
Richards,
at
which
the
husbands
and
daughter,
Willis
Hooper,
Mr.
and
the South Sea Islands in the Van
working in the corn factory at Lib
and was most generous with his Mrs. Lester Mank was a guest of
erty and boarding with his sister Mrs. Mrs. Frank Cushman, Mrs. Clara F. derbilt yacht Aara. Many photo were special guests. The tables were automobile for picnic parties and Mrs. Mabel Cross. Thomaston last
set
up
in
the
spacious
garage
and
it
Clark.
Miss
Nellie
Clark.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
graphs were shown of those far
Harry Campbell.
i week.
was a merry crowd that gathered rides.
Work is progressing satisfactorily Fred Seavey and daughters Alma and away islands.
Mrs. Ernest Achorn who has been Mrs. Lucretia Kaler spent Thursdayabout
to
partake
of
the
good
things
Leslie Clark and Gordon Spaulding
upon this section of the State high Dora.
guest of her brother E. A. with Mrs. L. L. Mank.
of Portland spent the weekend with to eat. Cards were afterward In the
Smalley,
has returned to Thomaston. Misses Eva Jackson and Dorothy
dulged
In
until
a
late
hour.
their parents here.
Mrs.
Abbie
Doak of Belfast and Stevens of the village were Friday
The
Robert
Farfens
who
have
been
Mrs. Mena Colburn has gone to
sister
Mrs.
Annie
Haskell of Rock visitors of Miss Muriel Coffin
occupying
an
apartment
In
the
Min

Westwood, Mass., to visit her son
land,
arrived
Monday
for a few days Nell McLeod has returned from a
nie
Piper
house
during
the
summer
Chester.
visit
with
Mrs.
Carrie
Dickenson, at vacation In Massachusetts and has
Mrs. Aletha Thompson is visiting months returned last Thursday to
employment at Fort Fairfield.
Lane's
Island.
their home at Jenkintown, Pa.
Mrs. Clara Davis in Port Clyde.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Stratton and
Virgil
Smith
of
Woodland
arrived
Sanford Hyler was at home from The Trytohelp Club held an enjoy
Mrs. Sarah Sidensparker motored
Saturday
for
a
two
weeks'
vacation
Boothbay Harbor for the weekend. able gathering at the Baptist vestry
Sunday to Cushing.
Mrs. Olive Orne of Friendship is Monday evening. At 7 o'clock a with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Llew Mrs. Augusta Bowers of the village
delicious baked bean supper was ellyn Smith. Enroute motoring from
Visiting Mrs. Sanford Hyler.
he visited his aunt, Mrs. sP??t S“ndaya Charle? ?°wersI7
Emery Martin of Gloucester, Mass., served and the remainder of the eve Woodland
Etta Hall, at Camden.
LM{S'
and MlstsesJ"a
is setting up the engine on the boat ning was devoted to the tacking of
Mrs. L. R. .Smith left Tuesday to °±M^Reever mOt°red *
recently launched from the yard of two quilts. Sixteen members were
H fM Noves'at^North Hav
Mr' and Mrs' J*ed N' Mank Called
present.
C. A. Morse & Son.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cilley of
H,.M N J tr 1 ™
i
v- Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Mr. and Mrs Chester Colson who Davis yat pleasant Polnt.
Brooks were weekend guests of Mr.
Mrs. Fred C. Robinson
have been guests of relatives in town Au£tln MjI]
Leland B
and
and Mrs. Brewer, Dunn street.
Elinor
C„
wife
of
Fred
C.
Robinson
Miss Helen Gilman and Miss who died very suddenly Thursday- left Monday for their home in North Arno,d Orff arrived home from
, Fores, pound............................................ 15
Penelope Whitehead of New York, morning, Sept. 11 at 8 o'clock after Jay; .
..
. [Aroostook Thursday.
I amd ' Legs, pound ......................................... 28
Monday
Marguerite Chapter,!
and Mrs. Peter pneawyke and
who have a summer home at Land's being ill only a few hours, was born
End.
Port
Clyde,
were
callers
at
Miss
Order
of
the
Eastern
Star,
will
hold
xhOmas, Theodore and Elizabeth
Chops, pound............................... 35 .40
at
Tenant's
Harbor,
June
19,
1865
Hortense Wilson’s Tuesday.
daughter of John and Lydia Cook a rehearsal of the work. All officers prleswyke of Whitinsville. Mass.,
Stew, 2 pounds ................
25
Mrs. Myrtle Strong gave a supper The
greater part of her girlhood was are requested to be present. D.D. were gUests of Mrs. Teresa Orff last
party at her home Wednesday eve spent in the town of her birth. At W.G.M. Belle Frost of Rockland, will week
ning.
Native Chickens, pound .............................................. 34
the age of nineteen she was united make her official visit for Inspec- . Mrs. Svlvfa Achom who has been
Mrs. E. P. Ahern entertained at in marriage to Fred C. Robinson of tion, Monday, Oct. 6. The cere- spending the summer with Miss Ellie
Smoked Shoulders, pound ..........................................19
cards at her home Wednesday eve Clark Island where they made their monies will be preceded by a 6 o'clock Mank. returned to Newton, Mass.,
ning.
Corned Beef, newly corned, clear meat; lb........... 20
) Thursday.
home for a time, later moving to supper.
Mrs. Albert T. Gould has returned Rockland and remaining there for. a
Mrs. Annie Benner entertained Mrs. Emma Bearmore, Mr. and Mrs.
Hamburg Steak (lean fresh ground); pound.. .19
from a few days' visit in Boston.
Hall of Newfield, N. J., are guests of
number of years. During the latter friends at her home Monday.
Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, pound ............................. 20
Mrs. Cad Copeland Fuller of Dor part of her life the family resided
Marion, daughter of Mr. .and Mrs. I Mrs. Bessie HofTses and Miss Ellie
chester, Mass., is a guest of Mrs. In Rockport. Three children were Herbert Calderwood, died after a Mank.
Beef Liver, pound.......................................................... 20
Virginia Daniels, Wadsworth street. bom of this union, Albert, who died long illness at her home Sept. 16.1 Mr. and Mrs. Emery D. Mank of
Sliced Bacon, pound ..................................................... 29
Grace Chapter, O.E.S. of Thomas at the age of fourteen months, Harry Obituary in next issue. Services will, Quincy, Mass., were guests Friday
ton was represented at the school of who died at sea seven years ago and be held Priday' at 2 o'clock at Union night of his brother James Mank.
Top Round Steak, pound..................................... -35
instruction held in Camden Wednes ----‘They were enroute to Canada.
Mildred who
survives her. H, r Church.
day by Mrs. Frank Hallowell, Mrs. cheerful and gentle manner and her
• • • •
I Mrs. N. S. Reever, Mrs. L. L. Mank,
, Steak, pound.....................................
Lena Delano, Mrs. Eliza Jones and many acts of kindness greatly en
Ames-Greenlaw
'Miss Una Clark and Miss Myrtie
| Mrs. Willis Spear.
-rh,. home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred f Reever attended services at the First
deared her to the community but only
'■ Chops, pound ...................................
The
Mrs. Warren Bulkeley of Marble those who knew her most intttaately Prnonlni,’
_ il,- BflDtlSt CllUrCll, XViOCKlcUlQ SUIlClclV .
VEAL I Roast, pound.............................. 20,
? I The Social Club held its first meethead is visiting her parents Mr. and could appreciate her sterling worth SX nf
wh.n
rt
inB °f the VCar With MrS' Nellie
Mrs. R. O. Elliot.
Stew, 2 pounds.................................
and excellent traits of character In mnrnlnJ
morning,
when
their
daughter,
Lida
R“ever g t > twclve members, five
Professor Edgar Liniken has re- the home she was a devoted wife and
nt
; turned to Burlington to resume teach- mother, and as a neighbor, could al M.. was united in marriage to Leroy visitors and {ivc children were
Creamery Butter, pound
| ing in the State University.
.r^ A™s to enjoy the picnic dinner and readways be relied upon, thinking no evil and the late Preston wE.CaAmes.
Rev. ings by Mrs. Grace Hurd, Mrs. Hilda
Mrs. Fannie Egerton is the guest and wfth a kindly word for all. She
Heavy Salt Pork, pound
F Huse. Pastor of the Bapttet, Mm®.'M?s."'m. Bovey and Mrs. Sadie
of her daughter Mrs. George Pater was a member of Harbor Light ChapThis week Thursday the
son in Fairfield.
I ter, O.E S., and of the Twentieth Cen Church at North Haven, was the Mank
Palm Olive Soap, 3 cakes .....................................
Alice Collamdre has returned to tury Club, being very active when officiating clergyman. The rooms meeting will be held with Miss Bertha
West Springfield, Mass., after a vaca health would permit in both organiza were artistically decorated with cut> storer at Aunt Lvd)a-S Tavern.
All Round Flour, bag ............................................
tion spent with his parents here.
tions. Other surviving relatives be flowers and the marriage t-'-’; place Mrs. Lester Mank, Mrs. Percv
Fine Granulated Sugar, 10 pounds....................
September has witnessed many sides the husband and daughter are In the living room in the presence of Miller, Mrs. Ernest Burns of South
social functions but none more de two sisters, Mrs. Elmer Benner and the parents of the bride and groom, j Waldoboro, daughter Myrtle and
7 Boxes Salt ..............................................................
lightfully served and ladened with Mrs. W. R. Shibles of Rockland, and The bridal couple were unattended, granddaughter of Waterville spent
10 Rolls Toilet Paper ............................................
pleasure than the 6.30 dinner at the six grand-children, two of whom. Miss The bride wore an ensemble suit of Thursday at the Miller cottage at
Knox Hotel Wednesday followed by Eleanor Robinson and Miss Isabel paprika silk crepe with black hat., South Pond
Green Tomatoes, peck .............. 25; bushel....
an evening of bridge in her home, Robinson had made their home with Following the single ring service a
given •by Miss Margaret Jordan. her for several years, receiving from wedding lunch was served which in
A gasoline war is much like any
Ripe Tomatoes, 8 pounds......................................
eluded the bride’s cake, made by the other. The big fellows start It. and
Flowers adorned the tables in the her most loving and tender care.
Pure Cider Vinegar, gallon .................................
hotel and garden flowers decorated
Funeral services were held Sunday groom's mother. Mr. and Mrs. Ames the little fellows are soaked later on
the rooms in the home. The honors at 2 p. m. from the late residence. Rev. left on the noon boat for a honey t<> pay for it.—XI ineapolls Star.
Sweet Potatoes, 6 pounds.....................................
in bridge were won by Miss Hattie F. F. Fowle officiating. The large at moon trip to White Mountains and
Hubbard Squash, pound ...... e..............................
Dunn. Miss Harriet Burgess and con tendance and beautiful floral tributes Salamanca. N. Y. The bride Is a
solation. Mrs. Alan Bird. The guests were a testimony of the love and graduate of Vinalhaven High School,
Preserving Pears, peck ..........................................
were Miss Anna Dillingham, Mrs. esteem in which she was held. Inter class 1924. also of Gorham Normal
$3.00 Load
Celery, 2 bunches ....................................................
Arthur Elliot. Mrs. Albert T. Gould, ment was in Sea View cemetery and School and for the past three years
Mrs. Marie B. Singer, Mrs. William J. the bearers were Fred Holbrook. I.ou has taught in town; popular In the
Potatoes, peck ............................. .*..........................
CHARLES LANE
Tobey, Mrs. Lawrence Dunn, Mrs. Morrill, Benjamin P. Wooster and musical circles, a member of Mar ROCKPORT
TEL. 204-3
Cauliflower, each .....................................................
Henry M. $ryant, Mrs. James E. Herbert Clough.
guerite Chapter, also of Union
112*113
Creighton. Mrs. J. Walter Strout,
Beets, 6 pounds........... 25; Carrots, 4 bunches
Church, where she was director of
Mrs. Donald George, Miss Margaret
the choir for two years.
SOUTH WARREN
Button Onions, quart .............................................
Copeland, Mrs. John Hewett, Mrs.
The groom Is also a graduate of
Mr. and Mrs. John McDonald were Vinalhaven High School, class of I
Maurice Derry, Mrs. Alan Bird, Mrs.
Eben Alden, Miss Mabelle Brown, callers on Mrs. Rose Marshall Sun 1920. He also attended University
Ginger Snaps, 2 pounds........................................
Miss Hattie Dunn, Miss Katherine day.
of Maine two years. Mr. Ames was j
3 Pound Box Soda Crackers, each.......................
Winn, Miss Kay Turner, Miss Helen
Miss Zetta Jordan has returned employed for one year in Hollywood'
2 Pound Box Graham Crackers, each .............
Carr. Miss Ardelle Maxey, Miss Har to Brunswick.
as electrician at the United Artists
riet Burgess.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gross of Port Studio. At the present he is em
Peanut Butter, 2 pounds.......................................
land were recent guests of Mrs. ployed as captain of the Saltonstall'
Whole Mixed Spice, 2 packages .......................
Cora Jones.
yacht at North Haven. He is a;
GROSS NECK
Mrs. Rufus Overlock has had a member of Moses Webster Lodge,
F. and A. M. The newlyweds have!
Formosa Oolong Tea, lb................. 29; 4 lbs........
School began last Monday with Crosley radio Installed.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Wood were the best wishes of a large circle of,
Miss Hazel Hilton of Broad Cove as
2 Cans Corn .....................................................................
weekend guests at O. .A. Copeland's. friends and will reside In Vlnal-1
teacher.
Blanchard Orne of Thomaston haven on return from their wedding!
Baking Soda, 5 packages........................................
Rankin Street
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Miller of North
Berwick, Mrs. Ida Miller, Mrs. was a caller on Mrs. M. P. Orne trip.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Dill Pickles, 2 pounds ..........................................
Grace Freeman and Roy Miller of Friday.
How Old Are You?
Mrs. Annie Page and Rose Mar
Waldoboro visited Mrs. William
Brooms (fine quality), each .................................
WHAT THE
f THE^l
shall were callers on Mrs. C. G.
Gross last week.
MOST IMPORTANT ! MAM
William Richards of Friendship Bums in Friendship Thursday
Olives, 2 bottles ............................................................
THING TO KNOW / WHO
Mrs. Doris Maxey qnd Mrs. Bertha
spent a few days recently with his
Tomato Ketchup, large bottle...............................
ABOUT A
Jordan were in Waldoboro Thurs
brother Clarence Richards.
CAft?
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morse of day.
Grape Juice, pint bottles, each ............................
Capt. AUie Demuth has painted his
Thomaston,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Mavis Talcum Powder, can .................................
Waltz, Mrs. Fannie Waltz, Mrs. house and also made many other
Marshmallows, pound............ 29; 5 lb. box......
Annie Nash of West Waldoboro and Improvements.
Today You Say—And That
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock visit
Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler’s Cor
One Pound Box Chocolates, each ....................
ner, visited Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ed Mrs. Edna Beal In Phillips last Is That—But Tell Me Are
Garden cf Allah Coffee, can .................................
week.
You Very Fat •
Waltz Sunday.
The funeral of Mrs. Lena Newbert
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons
Coflee, one pound bags (fresh ground), lb.....
Well, if you are—It’s probably your
and daughter Marguerite spent the was held from her late home on
Flit, pint cans, each....................................... ...............
Thursday afternoon. A kind neigh own fault—You don't know how to
weekend in Bath.
A Guarantee that GUARAN
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were bor and friend has gone from our eat right and that’s one reason.
midst and she will be missed. Every If you would like to learn how to TEES! Great jCar Values! Sur
Fruit and Nut Nougatines, pound...........
in Rockland recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Jobin who one expresses sorrow for the two lose the fat you hate—and no one prisingly little cash for Fine
2 pound box ..................................................
have been spending the summer at sons to whom the mother meant so else likes—do as I did—Take this 30 . Cars!
Walnuts, pound.................29; 4 pounds
day testtheir cottage have returned to Michi much.
C. J. Copeland has harvested 75 Cut out candy, cakes—pics and ice
gan.
Mixed Nuts, pound.....................................
cream
—cut down potatoes, rice—but- '
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach bushels of fine potatoes without any
1929 Ford Coupe
ter,—cheese, creartj and sugar.
and children of West Waldoboro signs of rot.
Super Suds, 3 packages ............................
Eat anything else you feel like eat 1928 Oldsmobile Coach
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby, Mr. and
were Sunday visitors at the home of
Mrs. Frank Page and Mrs. Mina ing but moderately—lean meat—fish I
Dewey Winchenbach.
Cream Corn Starch, package .....................
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele, Addie Rines spent a day last week at Salt —chicken—vegetables and fruit are 1929 Whippet 6 Sedan
best—
and Elizabeth Geele and Bennie Pond and enjoyed a beefsteak fry.
Post’s Bran Flakes, 2 packages..................
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bucklin of Take one-half spoonful of Krus- : 1930 Ford Pick-up
Geele were In Rockland Tuesday.
Waldoboro were callers at George chen Salts—In a glass of hot water 1927 Essex Coach
Wheaties, 2 packages .................................
every morning before breakfast— ,
IN PROBATE COURT
Lermond's Saturday.
Fost’s Corn Flakes, 3 packages................
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Adams were don't miss a morning—follow this ad- ; 1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
vice. One woman lost 19 pounds In 4
Inventories filed: Estates Edwin weekend guests In Solon.
weeks—another got rid of 47 pounds i 1926 Buick Sedan
J. Tippett, late of Vinalhaven, $157.36;
Cooking Apples, peck ..............................
in 3 months—a New York woman lost
Rosannah
H.
Smith,
late
of
Rock

2 Pound Package Milk Crackers; each ..
Own a Newspaper
14 pounds with one bottle of Krus- I 1929 Chevrolet Coupe
land. $2000; Mary E. Dickey, late of No type
or machinery necessary,
chen and Is full of vim and pep, so 1926 Ford Touring
Thomaston, $372.99; Hattie E. Mills,
can be run in any town of 1001 she writes—
. |
2 Bottles Mixed Pickles ............................
late of Camden, $1850; Alvene S. An paper
or more and make money by oi
At David L. McCarty's or any drug I
drews, late of Rockport, $145.10.
Home Made Doughnuts, dozen...............
system. For particulars write
store in the world you can get these
magic salts—one 85 cent bottle lasts
NEWS SERVICE, LTD.
WHEN IN BOSTON -Remember that you
Bread, 3 loaves .......... *................................
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
4 weeks—Ask for Kruschen Salts—an >
Box 63, Saco, Maine
the home news, nt the Old South News Agency,
ROCKLAND
RANKIN ST.
enemy to Pat.
110*112
Washington St., next Old South Church.

"SALAM

TEA

Frank 0. Haskell

GROCERY
Phone 1270
Free Delivery

Cash Prices for Friday, Saturday, Monday

BLACK LEAF MOLD

MILLER’S GARAGE

When WiH
You Be

MILLER’S GARAGE

WANTED—Exchange—Have a splendid
Advertisements In this column not to exceed Cadillac car, which Is offered in ex
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times change for a cottage of equal value on
for 50 cents. Additional line* 5 cents each the ocean or lake. Will trade farm of
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six 150 acres with good apple and nwole
orchards, for summer property. What
words make a line.
have-you to offer? BOX 194, Belfast. Me.
112-114
Lost and Found
WANTED—Warm room with board for
LOST Last Saturday evening be single woman. Can supply own bedding.
tween George Hart's store and my resi Would like to occupy room soon. Refdence on Broadway, or on the road to' erences furnished.
E. L.,” care The
Angler's Farm in Union 100 pound bag | Courier-Gazette,
112*114
of pheasant food. ERNEST C. DAVIS-----------------------WANTED
—
Girl
for
general
housework.
111-113
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Apply 69 BEECH ST. or Tel. 42-W.
LOST String of pearls at Strand Theatre,
112-tf
or on Main St., between the Strand and Ful
WANTED—Girl for general housework,
ton St. Tel. 855.
110-112 nood
cook. MRS. FRANK L. BERRY.
____
112-114
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of i 222 Broadway.
deposit book numbered 650 and the owner of I WANTED—Exper need waitress, must
said book asks for duplicate in accordance with I be neat and rellftb’e. Good pay and
the provision of the State law. SECURITY I steady employment to right partv. AnTRUST IXL. Kockland, Elmer C. Davis, Treas. ply PARK STREET CAFE AND SEA
lU9-Th-115 GRILL, Rockland.
112-114
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of
WANTED—Oil burner salesman.
deposit book numbered 5506 and the owner of
said book asks for duplicate In accordance
with the provision of the State law. SEWANTED—Capable middle-aged wom
URITY TRUST VO.. Rockland. Elmer C.
Treas.
nMJ Th-112 an will care for a semi-invalid, or keep
house
for an elderly woman or business
NOTICE—The owner of Deposit Book
No. 4593. Issued by the Rockland Ioan couple. Go anywhere. Address E D.. 2
42-4.
and Building Association has notified Congo St., Thomaston, Me. Phone
111*113
the Association that said Deposit Book
instructor.
has been lost, and that he requests a
WANTED—Tap
dancer
duplicate of the same.
ROCKLAND Write BOX 42. Rockland.
111-113
LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION.
WANTED- Women — Whole or part
By H. O. Gurdy. Secretary. Rockland.
to take orders for dresses. Two
Maine. September 15. 1920.
112-Th -118 time,
orders dally pays $18.00 weekly. BOX 85.
NOTICE—The owner of Deposit Book Mattapan, Mass.
111-113
Issued by the Rockland Loan]
No 0119.
general housework.
Building Association has notified j WANTED <ilrl for 15
Summer
St.
MRS.
NEIL
A.
FOGG,
the Association that said Deposit Book,
110-112
has been lost, and that she requests a,
duplicate of same. ROCKLAND LOAN !
WANTED <’nok at PARK STREET f'AFK
AND BUILDTNG ASSOCIATION. By H AND SEA GRILL, Rockland.__________ 110 tf
O. Gurdy. Secretary. Rockland. Maine ]i WANTED—Girl for general housework. In
September 17, 1930.
112-Th.-118 quire 6 TALBOT AYE. Tel. 1285.
110-112
WANTED—Young girl to care for small
child.
Apply
MILADY’S
SPECIALTY
I SHOPPE, 'Main St,____________________109-tf
For Sale
____________| WANTED— Long haired shaggy eats and
FOR SALE—Two burner oil stove with
•k® »n,l s'"i JI,HX soven, in good condition. MRS. SIDNEY RAN LETT, Rockville, Me. Tel. 332-14
109*114
112-114!
______________________
OXTON. 12 Warren St.

J-

FOR SALE-A stroller. lrTgood condlWAVrED-Praltlon as housekeeper In small
tion TEL 769-W.
112-1141 male *dult family. No objection to a boy.

Address M. E. M., care Harry Spaulding, InFOR SALE- At a bargain, a one-ton graham Hill.
110*112
truck
ALBERT HALL. Beechwpods St . I
WANTED—Agents In Rockland and vicinity
Thomaston.
112-114
to sell Christmas cards : $1 assortment con
FOR SALE—Cottage near Belfast. Me. taining 84 pieces 50 per cent profit. SARAH
Would consider cabin boat as part pay STONE STUDIOS, Bangor, Me_______ 105-tf
ment.
Address J. M., care Rockland
WANTED—Experienced stitchers at .MOD
Courier-Gazette.
112-117
ERN PANTS <\>.
92-tf
FOR SALE—One two horse wagon and
WANTED
—To loan money on auto, house
one one-horse sled In excellent condition.
MRS SADIE H. SIMMONS. Waldoboro, hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
Me . R. D. 3.______________________ 112*114 cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflce.
FOR SALE—Stroller, without top. Is
105-tf
In fine condition. 108 UNION ST, city.
Tel. 952.
112-114
To Let
FOR SALE -Farms large and small.1
Good bargains, on easy terms. Investl- ,
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 1
gate. M. R. MILLER. East Union. Me.
112*114 room and kitchenette. $6.50 a week. V.
F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080
FOR SALE A. B. gas range with oven, _____________________________________ 112-tf
broiler and 3 burners. In excellent con
TO LET—Two rooms for light house
dition. A bargain for cash. Tel. 186-R.' keeping
central location. Call 8944 or
64 SUMMER ST., city.
111*113 MYRTLEInCAFE.
Myrtle St. .
112-tf
FOR SALE-Clarlon cook stove and
TO LET—Six room house on Grace St.
A. B. gas range with oven broiler and J ERNEST
C.
DAVIS.
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
burners. Both In excellent condition. A
bargain for cash. Tel. 186-R. 64 SUM-1 _____________________________________ 112-tf
MER ST., city.
111*113
TO LET—Five room furnished aoartbath, hot water heat at 35 Pleas
FOR SALE- Eight pigs. 6 weeks old. ipent,
ant
St. ANNE V. FLINT. 32 School St.
price right.
THOMAS G. MESSER.
Union. Tel. 4-32._________________ 111*113! ____________________________________ 112-114
TO LET—Upstairs apartment. 37 Lime
FOR SALE—1924 Hupmoblle touring.
St., over Dr. Rcarlott’s offices.
AI condition, $45; New 1930 Durant rock
Apply
to MRS. COPPING. 39 Limerock
sedan. Bargain for cash or trade. PAY-:
112-114
SON-NASH CO.. East Union.
111*113 St.
FOR SALE—Horses—Four pair heavy
™J LET-Four room furnished aparthorses now hauling ’’"JJPw^eatbe^1i; V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. TeT 1089
haven, will
111-tf
now and Oct. 1. Tel. North Haven 9-11.
Address B. C. WORCESTER. Vinalhaven.
TO LET—Furnished room for light
111-tf
Me.
111*116 housekeeping. CALL 618-R.
FOR SALE—Seven shoats, $12 each. D. j
TO LET—A modern five room apart
H. BURNS. Oak St., Rockport.
Tel. ment with heat. Apply 52 MASONIC ST.
616-W.
111*113 Tel. 638-J.__________________________ 111-tf
FUR SALE Two power boats, one 28 ft. i
TO LET—Six room house on Grace St.,
long, one 31 ft. long. Both in good condition. I modern. ERNEST C. DAVIS, FullerExcellent fish boats. Can be seen at .1. O. : Cobb-Davis.
111-113
LROWN A SON S boat yard at North Havui i To LET-Three room furnished apart.1 ment. all modern, on Grove St. COBBFUR SALK—White Chester pigs. 4 weeks DAVIS. Inc.
111-113
old. ALVIN L. ’RHODES, Union. Tel. 4-5.
TO LET—Mrs. C. F. Simmons will let
110-112 her
apartment of 5 rooms to a respon
FUR SALE—Two tires 35x7.00 Balloon sible party for the winter. Call at 21
Heavy Duty : also Cord tires all sizes. Second TALBOT AVE, or Tel. 8-R.________ 111-tf
hand furniture sold for cash at low prices.
TO LET—Grimes house at 59 Masonic Kt.
HARRY BENUVITt II. 12 Rankin St.
Apply FREEMAN S. YOUNG. Phone 766-4.
110*112
110-113
FUR SALE Two flat house at Glencove, all
TU LET- -Six room apartment, all modern
modern, garage, sun porch, lower tenement, conveniences, furnished or unfurnished. 19
now occupied or will let upper tenement to GROVE ST. Phone 103-W.
110-tf
reliable party only. CHARLES S. GROTTON.
TO LET -Storage and garage.
V. F.
Tel. 732 or 678-W.
109-114
STUUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
109-tf
FUR SALE—Hardwood fitted. $14; Junks,
TO LET- House, furnished. 6 rooms, hath
$12: long. $10: fitted limbs, $10; fitted soft
108*113
wood and slabs. $8 : also lumber. T. J. CAR- and garage. 11 BIRCH ST.
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
105-tf
TO LIST—Upper flat, 12 Cedar St., four
FOR SALE—100 acre farm, good buildings, rooms, electric lights, toilet. MRS. 4. A.
electric lights, telephone, gravel mad, salt JAMESON, 40 North (Main St. Tel 436-R.
108-tf
water frontage, some lumber and pulp wood,
lot of firewood. Must be sold at once. Make
TO LET—Very desirable 5 room apartment,
an offer. U. A. OLIVER. Waldoboro. 109*114 central location, near schools, all modern,
FOR SALE—Essex automobile. Will trade also 6 room house on State St.: large ware
or sell cheap for cash. Inquire KITTREDRE house and office,Holmes St. : large store in
PHARMACY’.
fli9-114 Thomaston. H. U. STOVER. Ill Limerock
'St. Tel. 1201.
107-112
FOR SALE—Golden Bantam corn, cabbage,
TO LET—In Thomaston, small clean rent,
tlpre tomatoes, pickling cukes, picked to
order any day in weak. Come up. OVER sunny rooms, electricity, toilet. MRS. A. H.
NESS SARKBSIAN, 157 Middle St. Tel. riLLSBPBY.
107 -tf
568-W.
ir.-tf
TO LET—Four room tenement, electric
FOR SALE—Ripe tomatoes for canning, $1 lights. W F. TIBBETTS, 148 Union St.
106-tf
Bu. delivered, fine value. SAGE & CHATEK. Tel. 297-R,
Camden. Tel. Camden 274.
110*112
TO LET—Two cosy rents, furnished or un
106-tf
FOR SALE—R. I. red pullets, hatched March furnished. TEL. S74-M.
to May: marc, 7 yrs., 1400 lbs. TEL. Thom
TO LET—Six room tenement on Grace St,
aston 188-24.
107*112 modern. ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-CohhFOR SALE—Upright piano. Popular Clarion
range, gas range, 7% h. p. and 2 h. p. electric
TO LET—Neat and clean 5 room tenement,
motors. Standard computing scales, all In toilet, lights, cellar, shed. SARAH E. BARgood condition.
Bargain prices.
W. F. TER. 41 Fulton St. Tel. 213-R.
105-tf
TIBBETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R. 106-tf
TO LET—Five room tenement, all modern,
FOR SALE—Handy six room house with garage, southern exposure.
ROBERT U
shed and barn in the center of Thomaston vil COLLINS. 375 iMain St. Tel. 77.
105-tf
lage. For further particulars call at H. E.
TO LET—Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
KEIZER'S, > Congo Place, or phone Thom
105-tf
aston 42-4.
105-113 and hath. CUTLER <X>OK
TO LET—Cottage house on Camden St.;
FOR SALE—Dry slab wood sawed In stove
lengths, $1.25 per foot: edgings, 10 bundles also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
for $1. R. S. JORDAN. 6 Kelley lane. Tel. MRS. FROST, 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R.
522-M.
102-tf ________________
105-tf
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block
FOR SALE—One piano, one bedroom suite,
Hix
extension dining room table, % doz. oak, Apply to B. ft. SMITH, Thorndike
105-tf
chairs. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
1080.
96-tf
FOR SAL?}—-Six room bungalow at 40
Miscellaneous
Admontem Ave., Rockland, furnished, with
improvements; price right to settle an estate.
Rl'd AND KNITTING yarns for sale by
CARRIE NICHOLS, 31 Hill St.. City. Tel. manufacturer. Samples free. 11. A. BAHT831-W.
105-tf I.ETT, Harmony, Maine.
103-115
FOR SALE—Mill wood 4 rt. long. $6.50;
Dll. .RUIN LUNT, Medium, will be at the
stove length, $8 ; fitted wood. $14 : also lumber home of It. A. Greene. 38 Beech St., every
L. A. PACKARD. R. F. D.. Thomaston. 105-tf Tuesday for readings and treatment by appoinlment. TEL, 1186-X,
loti-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions
MONEt TO LOAN on 1st and 2nd mort
In Rockland A large list of summer cottages
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and gages. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 School St
165-tf
talk over my list If vou wish to buv ROBFR'r <>PP. postolBee.__________
U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
105-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON hie your saws and
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST.
7el- 1616._________
lD’i-tf
LADrHS—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store. 21 Elm Pt. Mall orders
solicited. II. f. RHODES. Tel. 519-J lUa-lf
FARMS. COUNTRY, HOMES, COTTAGES
and estates, up-to-date property, in the garIlen spol nt Maine—Penobscot Ray. Write
us what you want. ORRIN .1. DICKEY. Bel
fast. Me._____
IO.',-tf

A

Notice To Dog Owners
NOTICE—To owners of dogs running loose.
I will not he responsible for what may hap
pen to your dog found running loose on my
property nt Bear Hill, Rockville. Maine.
Any dogs, running deer, rabbits out of sea
son or chasing and disturbing my cattle and
sheep will he shot on sight.
Owner of dogs beware. Keep vour dogs up
n. B. RICHMOND. Hilltop, Bear Hill, Rockvllle. Me.
93-116

4J It may be a small run or
a half a million impressions
. . . leaflets, folders, broch
ures, catalogues, blotters,
letterheads, handbills or
what have you ? . . . What
ever the job
—We Do It Right!

The Courier- Gazette

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.

9

Society

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Fuller and Mr.
and Mrs. E. D. Spear leave today in
the Spear car enroute to Lisbon, N.
H„ from Which base they will make
TELEPHONE .................................................. .. 770 excursions into Vermont and other
points near to the New Hampshire
Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles MacDon border. They will be absent about a
ald yesterday entertained a group of fortnight.
women from the Court Street Baptist
Miss Jeanette Smith spent the
Church of Auburn, ot which Mr.
MacDonald was formerly pastor, at weekend in Bangor as guest of Miss
the K. B. Crie cottage, Crescent Constance Chalmers, and attended
Beach. The guests, 21 In number, the Pettapiece-Murray wedding.
are members Of a Bible class in the
Miss Mabel Snow of Brookline gave
church organized about 20 years ago
by a Mrs. Preble formerly of Camden. a delightful dinner and bridge party
The class has a large membership and Tuesday evening at the Snow resi
is very active In the church. The day dence on Union street in honor of
with Mr. and Mrs. MacDonald was a Miss Marion Richardson. There
very happy occasion, with picnic din were five tablese, honors going to Mrs.
John Pomeroy, John G. Snow and
ner, games and chatting.
Miss Anna Richardson.
Mrs. W. E. Mobdy and daughter
Mrs. Mary Scarlott is the guest of
Miss Florence Moody of Gardiner her
sister, Dr. Ruth McBeath, Union
were guests Wednesday of Mr. and street.
Mrs. G. W. Foster, Cedar stret.
John Sylvester who has been in the
Mrs. Walter E. Staples has returned city for several days has returned
from Skowhegan, Madison and to New York.
Waterville where she was a recent
guest of friends, some of whom she Rev. K. Havenor Cassens and fam
had not seen for 20 years. She visit ily are guests of Mr. and Mrs. G.
ed the Bingham dam.
Carl Cassens, Camden street, for a
short time before they leave for
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Murch of Philadelphia where Mr. Cassens is
Gardner, Mass., visited Mrs. Sarah resuming his studies at the Eastern
Prescott Monday on their way from Theological Seminary.
Bucksport to Vinalhaven, where they
Miss Margaret Mace of Staten
will be guests of relatives and friends.
! Island is the guest of her aunt, Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. French and Ruth McBeath, for a few days, on
Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Thomas ar I.her way to Radcliffe College.
rived home fiVednesday night from a
motor trip through the White Moun- Mrs. Arno W. King is in Portland
for the week, a guest of her daugh
taihs.
ter, Mrs. B. E. Moore, at Fort Wil
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston and liams.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gleason of
Union motored Monday to Livermore Miss Julia Edwards Noyes, presi
Falls, where they attended a perfornj- dent of the Portland Rossini Club,
ance of the Trumbull Players of has been spending the summer
which Mrs. Thurston's sister, Mrs. in Europe, visiting friends in France
Isabel Trumbull, is a member.
And Germany. She attended the
Passion Play at Oberammergau.
At a luncheon given Saturday at
the Winchester (Mass.) Country Club A State advisory board meeting of
for 25 friends, the engagement was the Maine Society of D.A.R. wifi be
announced of Miss Dorothy Lucy held at Kingfleld Tuesday, Sept. 30,
Jones, daughter of Mrs. James Henry ■ with the Col. Asa Whitcomb ChapJones of 56 Norfolk road, Arlington, : ter. Luncheon will be served at 12.45
to Frederick Henry Bird, son of Mr. : and anyone planning to attend from
and Mrs. Henry B. Bird of this city. the local chapter is asked to make
Miss Jones graduated from Bradford reservations for the luncheon with
Academy in 1929. Mr. Bird prepared ; Mrs. Suella Sheldon. The tickets are
for college at Phillips-Exeter, com $1 each.
pleting his course at Bowdoin Col
lege last June. No wedding date has Miss Margaret Hellier left Monday
been announced.
for Wheaton College.
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Every-Other-Day

‘ON MY SET”

CHRISTIAN

SCIENCE

LECTURE

SPECIAL FALL VALUES

Miss M. Ethel Whitcomb, C.S.B., of Boston, Tells the Story
of “The Angelic Message”

AT

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.

Grantland
Rice interviewed
Hack Wilson of the Chicago Cubs
during last night's Coca Cola
hour—Hack Wilson the man who
has the amazing distinction of
leading Babe Ruth in home runs
Hack still thinks the Cubs will
win the National League pennant
by virtue of having the easiest
schedule from now on.
Little Jack Little, the product
of radio lately feaured on the
stage of playhouses throughout
the country will assist Rudy
Vallee and His Connecticut,Yan
kees on the Fieisehmann Hour
this evening at 7 o'clock stand
ard on W’EEI.

Two weeks from yesterday we
will all be listening to the broad
cast of the World Series games.
Let us hope that the reception
will be as good as It was a year
ago, when the Athletics were do
ing amazing things to the Cubs.

Miss M. Ethel Whitcomb, C.S.B.,
member of the board of lectureship
of the Mother Church, First Church
of Christ, Scientist, who, addressed
the public meeting at the Christian
Science Church in this city Tuesday
evening, was introduced by Mrs.
Helen Cross, who said;
“Friends: First Church of Christ,
Scientist, welcomes you here this
evening to a lecture on Christian
Science. A Christian Science lecture
is indeed a feast of love and
righteousness and our Master said,
‘Blessed are they which do hunger
and thirst after righteousness for
they shall be filled.’ Over thirty
years ago the discoverer and founder
of Christian Science, Mary Baker
Eddy, established the Christian Sci
ence Board of Lectureship of the
Mother Church, The First Church of
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Mass.,
for the purpose of correcting errone
ous concepts of Christian Science
with a true and logical knowledge of
this truth which makes free. We
have with us tonight an authorized
member of this board of lectureship
who will speak to us on “Christian
Science, The Angelic Message," and
it gives me great pleasure to intro
duce to you Miss M. Ethel Whit
comb of Jamaica Plain."

lief of life in matter with the sub
lime fact of life in God; to correct
the fear of body, of food, of climate,
of human Inheritance, of limited ca
pacities, of material laws, to correct
evil appetites and false attractions
with the true understanding of the
God who is Love, impartial and uni
versal, and of man's indissoluble
unity with this all-satisfying Love,
As this divine correction takes place
in thought, erroneous beliefs give
place to right ideas, and the body
springs into spontaneous freedom..
The life and works of Christ Jesus
m*an everything to Christian Sci
entists, for they recognize him as
their Way-shower, the one who has
shown them the divine and definite
HILDREN will fret, often for no
way to work out every problem of
apparent ,reason.
human life. They strive to follow.
i,
. But there
.. ’s alIn the very thought-steps of this I wa>’« Ca±r,a' Harmless as the recipe
wrapper;
God-insnired Teacher.
-iwhrr
Th™
on  °n the
mild and bland as it
God-inspired
They en
But its gentle action soothes
deavor to serve as he served, to bless atastes.
youngster more surely than a more
as he blessed, and to conquer ma powerful medicine.
terially and spiritually at every
That’s the beautv of this special
point, as did he.
children’s remcdyl It may be given

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
rm

Restless
CHILDREN
J

C

• » » ♦

J

the tiniest infant—as often as there

need. In cases of colic, diarrhea or
This greatest of all metaphysicians is
similar disturbance, it is invaluable.
defined evil as both “liar" and ‘‘lie,” A coated tongue calls for just a few
and corrected the lie with the force drops to ward off constipation; so
of omnipotent Truth. Because he docs any suggestion of bad breath.
knew that sin, fear, sorrow, disease, Whenever children don’t eat well,
The annual radio show is on in
and torment were no part of God's don’t rest well, or have any little
Portland this week. Among the
creation, and hence were not true, upset—this pure vegetable prepara
♦ * ♦ *
attractions will be the RCAhe abolished them with a word. Be tion is usually all that’s needed.
Victor Radio Pageant depicting
In Luke's Gospel it is written, said cause evil in every form is a lie about
the progress in radio since its
the speaker, “And suddenly there was the all-good and all-perfect creator
very birth, the radio compass,
with the angel a multitude of the and creation, how can it be banished
telephoto, etc. A special feature
heavenly host praising God, and say from the earth except by refusing
will be the thcremin the unique
ing, Glory to God in the highest, assent to its claims and by maintain
musical Instrument which is
and on earth peace, good will to ing the truth about our creator and CASTORIA
played by simply waving the
ward men." What are the good tidings His creation? Was a lie ever van
hands above it. Demonstrations
that the angels are singing today? quished in any other way? Jesus
will be given afternoon and eve
Christian Science answers that these never bowed before so-called laws of cration Jesus replied, “Get thee
ning by Mischa Tulin. There will
tidings of great joy, these angelic nature resulting in disaster, disease, hence, Satan: for it is written, Thou
also be snappy theatrical acts,
messages, are nothing less than a and death; but, with victorious shalt worship the Lord thy God, and
and other features of entertain
revelation of the demonstrable fact understanding of God's law of har him only shalt thou serve. Then
ment.
that the same spiritual Truth which mony and perfection, he annulled the devil leaveth him, and, behold,
healed through Jesus of Nazareth
their spurious claims as falsehoods. angels came and ministered unto
The primary contests in the
here today, bidding the dumb to As Christian Scientists follow their him.” What irresistible armor has
Bay State found many late hour
speak, the lame to walk, the blind to Way-shower, they steadfastly en the man who can say in his heart,
listeners in this city... W’NAC ap
see. Christian Science has already deavor to preserve the vision of “Him only shalt thou serve 1” To
peared to be carrying the bulk of
healed its unnumbered thousands reality,—a God who is too good to such the angels forever minister.
the broadcasting burden. Now
and sent them on their way singing create evil and a man who is too These angel thoughts from God are
what was that other station
with
the angels, “Glory to God in pure and perfect to express evil. his companions, and by them he Is
which was butting in so promis
the
highest.
” It is a divine fact that They consider it a spiritual duty to enlarged, enlightened, enriched, and
cuously around 11 o’clock?
ail that anyone can need to make mankind to recognize and silently encircled.
♦ * ♦ •
him whole, to set him free from hold to the glorious spiritual oppo
A survey shows that 30 percent
Christian
Science
was discovered
poverty, pain, defeat, sfn, and what site of every lie of animality and im
of the country’s hotels have radio
and founded by a woman, made
is
termed
old
age,
is
the
angelic
mes

perfection
which
confronts
them.
installation.
We simply must
sage of the true understanding of To them a lie is never final. Truth spiritually ready for such a holy
have it.
God and of the real man, and to I itself Is final. Therefore In the pres- trust by lessons learned from every
apply it.
ence of the lie of disease they stick event of her life, by human struggles,
“The Man Who Made the
What
is
an
angel?
To
a
Christian
to the truth jrf God-given health. In desperate privations, heroic overcom
Prisoner's Song” will be the fea
Scientist an angel is not a celestial the presence of the lie of sin, they ings, and deepest longings to know
tured guest artist on the Maxwell
personality with feathered wings, maintain the reality of God-impart and to take the things of God and
House ensemble program Sept.
but an exalted idea from divine ed purity. Thus they stand with give them to mankind. In an hour
25. Vernon Dalhart, who first
Mind, an inspirational thought- their thinking identified with the when she was in the valley of the
introduced the “hilly-billy" song,
Miss M. Ethel Whitcomb and sister Miss Estelle Hall has entered
visitant.
divinely true, the Christ Science, shadow of death, she lifted her
and whose major opus was for a
heart to God and turned as she had
Miss May Whitcomb of Jamaica Farmington Normal School.
Who is not stirred by the mighty and as they stand humanity wins.
time the most popular song in
Plain, Mass., are touring Maine,
done since childhood to her Bible
truth that God pours forth His
America, will sing an unpublished
•
•
•
•
Miss Whitcomb giving Christian Sci
Mrs. John Pomeroy entertained number which may rival its pred
for help. With such spiritual readi
spiritual thoughts to man? Every
ence lectures in several of the prin Monday evening with Miss Marian ecessor. The program will be
moment of inspiration, intuition, Christian Scientists acknowledge ness and purity of vision did she
cipal cities, including Portland.
Richardson as honor guest. A theatre broadcast from station W'JZ and
goodness, gratitude, purity, or self Christ Jesus as the Way-shower, j read its pages that lo, she touched,
party at the Park preceded the
lessness is a moment with the angels. recognizing that Christ is “the way,' as did the woman of old, the gara coast-to-coast NBC network at
Miss Mabel Snow entertained at luncheon and "Rainbow Shower” of
Let us listen that we may hear them the truth, and the life." Over the ; ment’s hem and through the power
8.30, standard.
supper and cards Tuesday evening at lingerie at Mrs. Pomeroy's home on
surging sea of human discord the of the same Christ, she rose confl
as they pass to us.
the home of Commander and Mrs. Talbot avenue.
Christ, Truth, forever comes on its dently and walked! Now she beheld
• • • •
Mrs. Elizabeth Murry entertained
C. F. Snow with Miss Marian Rich
Actually to expect to hear the healing mission, saying to each suf- through the lens of Spirit the uni
the club of which she Is a member at
ardson, whose marriage to Sidrie'y
Dr. Mary Reuter who has been In Thomas Foley's cottage at Crescent angels, — impartations from divine fer’.ng one, “It is I; be not afraid.”
verse of God in all its perfection and
Snow takes place Saturday afternoon, Honolulu for nearly two years, left Beach, Thursday afternoon. Picnic good,—and to be guided, inspired, . People who are striving to live glory. Now she felt the operation
as honor guest.
Aug. 18, bound lor San Francisco, dinner was served. Honors in bridge and guarded by them as were the progressive lives are recognizing that of the law she had not known be
enroute to her former home at 427 went to Mrs. Delia York and Mrs. prophets of old, we must know God
___our thinking makes us what we are. fore,—the healing, purifying, saving
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Daniels are to Russell avenue, St. Louis, expecting
as He is. Christian Science satisfies! Because of this they know that law of God. As soon as she could
occupy the Percy Skay house at 79 to arrive in season to attend the Lillian McRae.
the heart with its glorious views of thoughts which would neither beau- find her way in this new universe of
Union street for the winter, and will golden wedding of her parents. Dr. Henry A. Howard and family have God as Mind, incorporeal Mind, the
nor edify their mental homes light her heart, so aglow with divine
move there shortly. Mr. and Mrs. Reuter after a short stay In St. Louis closed their cottage at Crescent Beach all-knowing, the all-present, divine, ,nust hot be spoken nor 'given a Love, was flooded with compassion
Skay arc to be at the Bird farm, plans to come east for a vacation trip, and returned home.
infinite intelligence, and this Mind, moments hearing. Sooner or later for ail those bewildered and bound
Crawford's lake.
her itinerary to include Rockland.
Love, tender, living, available Love j every thought that is unlike God by sin and pain.. For their sakes
Miss Nellie Gregory received word in whom man lives and breathes as must be detected and mastered by she must know the divine Principle
Mrs. Helen Spitz of Astoria, L. I.,
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Thurston of The Monday night of the death in Onset, individual consciousness, for this TPOd- No °he can be excused from on which her marvelous healing was
New York, Miss Nettie Crane of Highlands are in Boston and vicinity Mass., last Sunday of her sister-in- Mind is the very life of all, the sole this divine demand. Mathew writes, based, so they too could drop their
Orange, N. J., and Edward Nennig of for a few days.
law, Mrs. Leroy W. Gregory.
governor of the universe __
and____
man. The Son of man shall send forth fetters at the feet of Christ.. With
Pennsylvania who have been guests
From this Mind proceeds the only jllis angels, and they shall gather out this one star leading her on she
of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall of War
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Henderson of
Dr. and Mrs. Kennedy of Chicago- lnro the divine pdiet of ennrl forever of bis kingdom all things that of- i withdrew from society with the
renton Park the past week have re North New Portland were weekend are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Duff operatingfori not agalnl!’ humanit"
Bible for her textbook. Here in the
turned home.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ander Summer street.
a law of renewal, invigoration, and 11 ls a mighty fact that each time seclusion of prayer, she studied and
son.
eternal unfoldment to man.
an evU suggestion seems to speak,, worked for three years, learning in
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Boynton and
Miss Annie York has returned from
All Christians accept the basic an angel—a message from God—is childlike simplicity from prophets
son Stanley returned Monday to their
Mrs. J. N. Southa-d entertained the North Haven where she has been statement of Scripture that God at the <5oor of thought to counteract and apostles. Through spiritual in
home in Lexington after spending the Breakfast Bridge Club at luncheon spending the summer.
created man in His own likeness, and destroy it. Jesus proved this in spiration Mrs. Eddy received and re
Summer at Crescent Beach.
Monday at "Shoreland.” Asters and
Like the infinite Father, is the real the wilderness when the devil of corded the revelation of scientific
other late summer flowers formed
man, or spiritual idea, in quality, suggestion, trying to turn him from Christianity as it unfolded to her
FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Knowlton artistic house and table decorations
nature, and essence, Christian Sci- his holy mission of healing and puri- conscrated, Love-inspired consci
and daughters, Mrs. L. B. Rokes of Honors were won by Mrs. Frank
Miss Maya Banford and Dr Anna ence teaches us to look away from tying mankind, sWBved him all the ousness. Of herself she has said
Camden and Mrs. A. J. Starr, mo Weeks and Mrs. J. A. Burpee.
Platt have returned to New York tlie hateful, sinning, and warped de- kingdoms of the world and the glory that she was a "scribe under orders"
tored to Pemaquid Sunday and were
them, and said unto him, “All (Miscellaneous Writings, p. 311).
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. Sykes.
Mrs. Linwood Rogers was hostess after spending the summer at Grey- flection, or mortal, to become acquainted with the reflection of these things will I give thee, if thou The spiritual, undeviating, inde
to the Monday Night Club at the stones.
The wedding of Abbie Louise Spear God,—the man who reflects the wiIt fal1 down and worship me." In structible facts of Truth, that ap
Mr. and Mrs. Eber J. Davis haw McLoon cottage, Cooper's Beach.
and Matt B. Jones, Jr., last Saturday qualities of divine Mind in the radl- the majesty of unsurpassed conse- peared to her God-prepared heart at
returned home from a 1500-mile mo
tor trip, accompanied by Mrs. Delia
Miss Helen Bird has gone to Boston took place in the Brookline home of ance of right thinking.
Wagner, who is to reside here.
We can never obey Scripture and
where she is entering the New Eng the bride. The Spears have a sum
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
put off "the old man with his deeds,'
land Conservatory of Music as a stu mer home in Friendship,
I
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Spear, dent.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Hartel, Jr., Miss the old human concept of man with
(DiJUJuam
Portland, entertained at dinner at the
Elizabeth Hartel and Miss Eleanore his stubborn disposition, nervous
Portland Country Club Saturday eve
Mrs. Lewis Glaster of Bangor is Hartel returned to West Newton temperament, and weak character
He couldn’t
ning for the members of the bridal the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Tuesday after spending three months and constitution,—all unlovellness,—
ride, shoot
party of their daughter, Dorothy King Young.
it their Davis Point cottage.
until we catch glimpses of our iden
Spear. Miss Frances McDougall was
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Haag and tity in the likeness of divine Love,
or rope,
one of the bridesmaids. The bridal
Mrs. James O'Hara has returned family have returned to their home and maintain it, thereby tefusing
but with the
party was also entertained Sunday at from Boston where she spent several in North Wales, Pa.
to express a thought, motive, or de
a swimming paAty and buffet supper days with Mr. O'Hara who is at the Mrs. LaForest R. Burns is visiting sire that springs not from the heart
cowboys’
at the summer home of the bride Fenway Theatre as feature organist. her parents, Mr. nnd Mrs. A. Hartel of God.
gals
he was
groom's parents at Harrison. Miss
Jr., in West Newton.
Spear's marriage to James G. StradMrs. Joshua N. Southard, and Mrs.
a real
Donald Merriam has returned to
Many people come to Christian
ling, Jr., of Atlantic City, N. J., will Bowdoin College, going early because Euretta Annatoyne of Rockland and Science, seeking, as did I, to under
bad man!
be one of the social events of the of library work demanding his atten Mrs. Mary McCabe of New York stand how to pray aright to the in
early fall season in Portland.
visited
friends
in
town
Tuesday.
tion.
v
finite, unseen Father. “Ye ask, and
Jack Mulhall and Lila Lee jin receive not, because ye ask amiss,"
Angus McInnis of East Providence
Mrs.. E. C. Boody, Jr., of Waterville Dark Streets" will be the feature are the Scriptural words that arouse
is visiting his former home in this is in the city for the week.
picture at the Playhouse Saturday. the awakening thought to ask, How
city.
The movies will start at 7 p. m. can I pray aright?
Dancing with music by Pierce's full
Mrs.
J.
N.
Southard
entertained
at
We believe that it is a vain request
The 38th annual meeting of the “Shoreland" with a bridge tea yes- orchestra and singer, will follow.
ask the God who is Love itself
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs day. Mrs. Laura McCabe of Newark
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Foster and to
for more love, or to implore the di
is being held at Rangeley Lake
ton
Randall
Condon,
returned
to
vine Mind which is never absent
House. Many prominent men will be N. J., was honor guest.
their home in New York Monday from
man to come closer. Christian
among the guest speakers, among
ifter
spending
the
summer
months
at
The officers and substitutes of
Science teaches us as children to
them being noted Gov. Wm. Tudor
the
Beeches.
Hatchet
Cove.
the Mother-love of God, |
Gardiner, Rev. William L. Stidger, D. Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., had a
Burnham & Morrill’s clam factory recognize
ever present, every hour, every
D. of Boston, L. A. Bevens from the jolly picnic at the Crescent Beach ipened Tuesday.
where, and to accept through the 1
Massachusetts State department of cottage of 'Mr. and Mrs. George L.
with
prayer of perception, utilization, and
Agriculture, and James P. Taylor of St. Clair Tuesday evening, with 27
HERE LIES
thanksgiving God's perpetual out
LEILLA HYAMS
Rutland. Vt.. highway landscape su present. A regular Eastern Star sup
pervisor. Mrs. Edna A. Hutchins, per was served—baked beans, salads
- I For The Courier-Gazette 1
pouring of health and goodness.
CLIFF EDWARDS
president of the federation, is pre cakes, pies, -doughnuts, coffee, etc. Within this plot, these unspllt rails sur How does Christian Science heal?
round,
POLLY MORAN
siding at the sessions, and matters of Bridge and “63" and radio music oc Ll6 buried
many dreams which glowed I once passed a veiled statue that
importance, having to do with the cupied the remainder of the evening
was waiting to be uncovered. I
with hope,
ALSO
future policies of the clubs jj’ith a with Mrs. Gertrude Boody in charge And enereies of high ambition, spent
knew the statue to be very beauti
When faltering courage failed with weeds ful, but how ugly it looked, covered
resume of the activities of the past
Paramount
Sound News
to
cope,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Anderson ar And growths, from seeds once settled In with its grimy veil! Then my
year are being presented. Among the
“Swing You Sinners”
Rockland clubwomen attending are rived home Saturday from Montreal
the ground.
thoughts, or inward eyes, turned to
“Boss's Orders”
wild things and Idleness were
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., Mrs. Charles where they motored with their Beforebent.
the real man, the beautiful, pure,
daughters, Viola and Dorothy, to re
“And Wife”
Merritt and Mrs. Mary Perry Rich.
and
fair
image
of
God.
That
which
sume their studies at Sillery College. With visions, by seed catalogues In to the outward eye appears to be sick
NOW
SHOWING
spired,
rushed, with ecstaey and and impure man, I now realized is
Among those who attended the 38th A dreamer
“Sweethearts & Wives”
seeds.
merely the veil which covers the real.
annual meeting of Maine Federation To capture
for his table his desire.
with
of Womens' Clubs at Rangeley Lake And well provide for fall and winter The Christian Science treatment or
prayer tears away, through its di
needs;
47 Main St., Thomaston house yesterday were Mrs. Sueda
Billie
Dove,
Clive Brook
But, with the sowing, he was fully tired vine impulsion, the veil, and reveals
Sheldon and Mrs. Ida Simmons,
And effort ceased as purpose lost Its flrC man in all his God-given whole
Home of Paramount Pictures
Is Now Open
report of the speakers' bureau was
through all his ages, has been ness. The veil, then, not man, is the
given by Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. Mis So man,
prone
patient,
which
veil,
Paul
says
“
is
Agnes Skillin, soprano, of Springvale To see his future with a glory spread:
Mrs. Helen Robertson
who has been heard in tlie city as But. falling to hold high the light of done away in Christ." In the lan
Graduate of the Georgian School soloist several times, is furnishing
hope.
guage of Christian Science, “unveil"
Surrenders vision to his dally bread;
of Beauty Culture of Portland
music at some of the sessions; Mrs Moving, for his proud purpose, not a might be a synonym for “heal."
Another synonym for “heal” might
stone.
Marden deShon of Portland who
SPECIALS
Telephone 892
conscience with a futile be “correct.”
God's thoughts, or
frequently a guest of Mrs. M.R, Pills And salving
Shows 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
dope.
A PUBLIX THEATRE
angels, come through treatment or
Marcel 50c
Shampoo 50c
bury is one of those giving repor'%
R. D. Brodie
Continuous Saturday, 2.00 to 10.30
112*
prayer, to correct the mistaken be-1
Long Cove
ol the Denver Biennial.

MAINE/

ONLY

BED, SPRING, MATTRESS
Complete; 2 inch posts, 1 inch fillers,
National Spring and a good soft Mat
tress. Ideal to finish that room this
fall—

Several finishes
and sizes as
desired

:: REMNANTS::
We have many remnants, all sizes, all types, of floor

covering; all patterns

At One-Half Regular Price

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Telephone 980
Rockland. Me.

313-319 Main Street,

that time, she elucidated in words
APPLETON
known as the Christian Science text
book, “Science
and
Health
with
Key
Visitors
Add.. McCorrison
„ . .
„
..o.vw.o at nuu
to the Scriptures,-a book that is Sunday were Dr. and Mrs. Kpnnedy ’0o?.
waking men of every nation from the Chicago m company with Mr. and
midnight of despair to behold the Mrs Car, DufT of nockland Latcf
morning light of hope and holier jn the day camo Dr. B. H. Kcllar and
living. Her reason for writing this j,is frjend
Winchenbach and
book she makes plain in these words apparently enjoyed talking over their
which appear in court records: “I old gunning trips up in the big Maine
turned to God in prayer and said, woods with Mr. McCorrison.
Just guide me to the Mind which was Clyde Smith from Deer Isle was all
also in Christ, and I took the Bible all day visitor at the Orant home.
and opened to the words, ‘Now go
Mr and Mrs. Everett Whitney visit
jvrlte it in a book.' I then commenced ed at Abner Grant's recently.
writing my consciousness of what I Miss Linibel Grant in companx
had seen and I found that human with her cousin Clyde Smith called
jvill was the cause of disease instead no her aunt Lizzie McCorrison Sun*
of its cure; and the divine Mind was day morning.
the healer." Thus was made and A Pentecostal Baptism will be held
here at 12.30 Sunday. Evangelist
given to mankind the discovery Luvie Dillingham of the Bangor dis
which has shaken the very founda trict expects to speak afternoon and
tion of material systems and awak evening. Mrs. Dillingham is a very
ened thought to realize that Spirit able speaker. Musicians from Au
and the things of Spirit are real, gusta will help in these services.
vital, operative, present, and avail Harry Hawks has a nice double ga
able to men.
rage nearly completed.
Quite a few trucks from here are
helping to complete the highway at
North Appleton under the supervi
sion of D. G. Wentworth.

DANCE

FRIDAY, SEPT. 19
Camden Opera House
Dean’s 6-Piece Orchestra
Admission: Men 50c; Ladies 25c

111-112

WASHING I ON
Mrs. A. A. Bartett of West Wash
ington was a dinner guest Monday
of Mrs. Ella Brann. She also made
several calls in the village.
Mrs. Mabelle Rodgers has returned
to her home' in Florida after visit
ing with friends and relatives in
this vicinity. She was the guest of
Mrs.. Nellie Bartlett during the
month of August.

Live again for a
night the gay
old nineties!
You’ll find it
funnier than
your family album!

Romance! Thrills!
and a riot of laughter!

mamon

Davies

West

Home Beauty Parlor

LAWRENCE GREY
Bringing back the old songs you've longed to
hear. The romance that has been forgotten
ALSO

Comedies

News

Sport Light

FRI.-SAT.
One of tha
Publix
Theatre,
Tai. 409

Hom, of
Paramount
Pictures

NOW SHOWING

“HER PRIVATE AFFAIR”
and

FIVE ACTS RKO VAUDEVILLE

SPECIAL ORCHESTRA
SHOWS 2-00, 6.30, 8.30

■r■ ■

I

Every-Other-Day
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IPROUD OF CAPT. CADY

Portland Police Official, Well

Known

Here,

Has

Had

Quick Promotions
Rockland had an interesting
visitor a few days ago in the person
of Captain Stephen H. Cady of the
Portland Police Department. The
Police Manual recently devoted a
page and a half to this popular offi
cial. and from this article, and be
cause of the friends he has made
here and those he has among The
Courier-Gazette's readers in Port
land, these extracts are made:
"Captain Cady was appointed a
Tegular patrolman in 1901 and as
signed to one of the roughest beats
in the city. Absolute respect for
the new patrolman grew apace. As
sergeant he cleaned up some of
the worst sections of the city dur
ing his service on thc street, and in
1913 he was rewarded by being
made a captain—six years after his
appointment as sergeant.
"During the war he especially’
showed his intelligence and apti
tude for handling men and situa
tions. He organized a force of 350
special policemen among the citi
zens and supervised their instruc
tion so that in emergencies, when
police were called upon to do other
duties, the specials could come in
and cover their beats. He also had
a system of co-operation of police
with citizens so that they could
gather valuable information in time
of need.
"Throughout his career Captain
Cady has been obsessed by a
desire to guard against overstep
ping the bounds of authority and
violating the rights of citizens. For
this reason he has given much study
to police law, and is regarded as an
authority on police matters.
"Captain Cady is known as ‘The
Father of the Social Club.' He
caused the organization of a social
body while he was at Woodfords
Station which he had in charge
from 1918 to 1924.
"There is no better police official
in Portland than Captain Cady, and
nobody in the department who is
more honest, more willing to give
the peopl? a chance, and there is
nobody who pays stricter attention
to the fine points of police service."

COUNTY TEACHERS

3-HOUR SALE
ON FERNERY
9 to 12 A. M. each morning
until Saturdav noon

Everything Reduced! Everything Selling for
Less in Eastern’s Homemakers’ Sale!

Reed Ferneries

andn we believe in anyone else’s history, have you been able to secure such bargains!
Special purchases from manufacturers who had to have money have created buying op

portunities without equal any time, anywhere.

have no room to mention.

Full 27 inches long, sturdy
construction, with metal
flower pan ln wal- $|,95
nut finish............
No mail orders on til's item

Hundredsd of more bargains that we

Many in limited quantities! Come early!

Mahogany Finish
An End Table that will
last. Well turned
$1.00
legs ....................
No mail orders on this Item

.. 1

EAXTEEN

1

3 ROOM OUTFIT
$197
1
liberal

"

terms

t

Walnut Dresser
This Dresser was part of a $125
suite. Veneered ln Walnut
Large mirror
. $1A-75
Others as low as $10.

a nV*
. F K IV

’193

Four-roster Bed
WHO wouldn't want to tone up
their bedroom when It can be
done at this low price Si 1 .50
. . . Colonial models.,. AX

Secretary Desk

vention In Rockland On
Wednesday of Next Week 1

This I* the BEDROOM

And Here Is the LIVING ROOM

Includes 8pring, Mattress, Rug, etc.

,’ce what you get ... a full size Bed and spacious
Prcsser, all veneered In Walnut, a Boudoir Chair or
Uench, Fluffy Mattress. Resilient Spring and Rug.

Attractive ensemble. Including Double Day Bed, with
Cretonne covered Mattress ... a great, deep Loung
ing Chair. Davenport Table.

$17.50 Coil Spring

Lowest Price Ever
Room size Velvet Rugs, in gor
geous new colors.
$0^3-50
Think of it.

And this Is the KITCHEN

Includes Lamp, Table, Rugs, etc.
. This smart living room contains a 3-plece Suite with
New style bedroom creation, Including 4-piecee Suite, ■ I mouquette reversible cushions , . . high-back Throne
.vlth Dresser, Bed, Chest and Hollywood Vanity
Hty . . .
Chair, Davenport and Club Chair, besides Davenhe ensemble also contains a restful Spring,
S, deep, U ■,
|/ port Table, Bridge Lamp and Shade, Rug and 2
thick Mattress, 2 Boudoir Lamps and Rug!
Pictures!

Includes Dishea, Floor Covering, etc.
This kitchen includes a decorated Breakfast Suite
of 4 Windsor Chairs and Drop Leaf Table . . . ten
yards of Linoleum, a 50-piece Set of Dinnerware
and a Kitchen Clock.

\1

Genuine Cedar Chest
Buy as a Hope Chest or to save
those summer woolens
$O-67
now only

3

LIBERAL

Tl

MS

OUTFIT..V $397
*4 w

Decorated Breakfast
Suite
NOT $29.30, as you would reg
ularly expect, but only $| q.5
—5 pieces .....................
IJy
These will sell quickly.

ekiy

Kitchen Cabinet
DOWN goc3 thc price on Kit
chen Furniture, too. Tills $59.50
C hinet, beautifully
$*>fi.50
enameled, now........
w»

Spring Mattress
Unusually comfortable and dur
able . . . Fits the form while
sleeping . . . NOW
$1C-95
only

This Is the BEDROOM
Includes VENETIAN Mirror Suite
FASHIONABLE, splendidly built suite. Including
Hollywood Vanity, Chest of Drawers, stylish Full
Size Bed and Wide Dresser. We also include a
Spring, Mattress, 2 Boudoir Lamps and Rug.

And Here’s the LIVING ROOM
Includes 100% MOHAIR Suite
THE MOHAIR Suite includes the stylish Button
Back Wing Chair, a long Divan and a Fireside Chair
We also include an Occasional Table, Floor Lamp
y and Shade, End Table, Smoker, Scarf, and 2 pair of
Book Ends.

And Here’s Your DINING ROOM
Includes Dinnerware, etc.
THE DINING ROOM Includes a new-style Dining
Room Suite . . . There is also a 100-piece set of fine
Dinnerware, and a 9x12 Rug and everything neces
sary In a complete dining room.

Baby Carriage
NOW I. the time to buy one if
you want to SAVE! 40 to sell,
at about
ONE-HALF their
regular
$14'95
ptlce ...........................
* *

Feltoleum
Brighten up the floors now . . .
smart new patterns . .
Q go
special . . . per sq. yd.
OO

e A Bed Outfit

Special Low

PRIEST DRUG COMPANY
Bangor, Maine
At the Sign of the Blue Bottle

And Here’s the LIVING ROOM

Thb Is the BEDROOM
Includes HOLLYWOOD Vanity

EPHI ( F. I.)
All Druggists

The kitchen includes a 50-piece set of dishes. Porce
lain top White Enamel Table, 2 Chairs and 10 yards
of Linoleum!

Separate Coils to give complete
relaxation.
$Q.75
Now...............................
»

Kineo Ranges

Price 50c.

Includes Dishes, Linoleum, etc.

Gateleg Table

When you have a cold think of

Indicated in Hay Fever, Rose
Cold, Rag Weed Fever, Golden
Rod Fever. Soothing, Healing,
Aromatic and Antiseptic.

’>

Never advertised below $39.75.
For the girl or boy who goes to
school—For the home.
Fine
Colonial
$7Q'75
reproduction ..............

A chance like this doesn't come
often. Finished in Mahogany.
Several Floor samples
So 95
to go at this price...........
O

Receptacles For Carriers Must Be
Provided, Else Mail Will Be Held At
The Post Office

GEORGES RIVER ROAD
School began here last Monday
with Mrs. Nelson as teacher and
about 30 pupils enrolled.
Mike Taapakka and family have
arrived from Canada and are occu-|
pying their new home recently,
willed to them.
An ice pond is being evacuated at
Broad View' Farm to prepare for
next year's ice.
Mrs. Carl Malstrom visited at her
home Saturdav
A chicken dinner was served at
the Finnish Church Sunday.
Funeral services were held for
Matt Kangas last Tuesday from his
late home. Interment at Anderson's
cemetery.

And This Is the KITCHEN

Includes Rug, Lamp, Chair, etc.

MAIL PATRONS, AHOY!

Postmaster E. R. Veazie, acting
under orders of the postoffice depart
ment, is about to send notices to mail '
patrons in his territory that thev
must provide receptacles for use of
mail carriers in delivering mail within
30 days or come to the postoffice to
get their mail.
It has long been a provision of the
rural service that the patron provide
a box for the carrier to place letters ■
in but non’ the postofflce department
has decided that all city patrons must
do the same. There will be no more
ringing of doorbells by city carriers,
in the delivery of ordinary mail, no
waiting for the patron to come to the
door, no leaving of mail on the
front porch or elsewhere than in a
proper receptacle.
Slots in a front door, where mail
may be inserted and remain secure
Inside the house are preferred, as
Postmaster Vcazie's letter states, but
the letter continues, “Unless you will
cooperate with the department by in
stalling a suitable receptacle of some
kind within the next 30 days, daily
delivery service will be withdrawn and
it will then be necessary for you to
call at the postoffice for your mail."

ON END TABLE
9 to 12 A. M. each morning
until Saturday noon

This is the best time to buy Furniture since before the War! Never In all Eastern’s history

Eastern’s
Open
Saturday
Till 10P. M

Will Hold Their Annual Con

The annual convention of the Knox
County Teachers' Association is to
be held at the High School building
in this city Sept. 23. The general
session will open at 9.30, prex’ded over
by Clarence E. Madden. Jr., principal
of Warren High, who is president of
the county association. Programs of
the departmental meetings will in
clude the following:
Secondary, chairman, Joseph Blaisdell. The contract plan. Mrs. Charles
Phillips; The Edison examination. H.
C. L.vseth; The teaching of poetry,
Miss Reta Smith.
Elementary, chairman E. A. Smal
ley. Reading demonstration, Doris
Robbins; Palmer method demonstra
tion. State speaker to be announced.
Rural and Primary, chairman, F.
L. S. Morse. Reading demonstration;
The rural teacher and her communit’’,
L. Rae Pullen. State speaker to be
announced.
The general session in the after
noon will feature the Toy Symphony
Orchestra of Thomaston, Ruth
Brackett, director. State speakers for
this session will be announced.

3-HOUR SALE

Graceful bed In rich brown
</>lor complete with comfortable springs and
$ni 50
IBattress. Was $35.
«

Large Ivory Crib

Mirrors Reduced

Fluffy Mattress

BUY now for this great sav
ing. . . Easy-gliding wheels
. . . special
$tf».95
at............................
0

Console and buffet styles . .
Venetian framed • . . some
with mitred
$ J 79

You will enjoy Its softness.
Thickly filled and handsome
ly covered
S7.75
Was 115 ..................

effects . • . i* w........

*

I

Drop Leaf Table

Roomy Wardrobe

Plenty of space for EVERY
Sturdy
model, in natural THING from suits to shoes.
wood finish. Straddle $C 67 . . . Complete with $1 a.73
type legs ...................
D
hangers................
1

Trade In

Your. Old

Prices For

September

OPEN EVENINGS
By Appointment

283 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

Phone 1254 or 291

The Friendly Store

Furniture

